April 23, 2021
Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:
FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and
CN’s Rail Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City
Southern Railway Company, Gateway Eastern Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican
Railway Company
Dear Ms. Brown:
4Refuel is a company founded in 1995 and is the leader in mobile on-site refuelling in
North America, serving industry segments including the rail industry across Canada and
Texas.
We are writing to you today in support of CN’s acquisition of KCS. CN has been a valued
customer of 4Refuel since 2007. Today, 4Refuel continues to provide direct to locomotive
refuelling services for their fleet.
We believe if this expansion were to achieve the required regulatory approval, there are
notable economic and social benefits in new rail capacity that benefit shippers, the public,
and suppliers like us alike.
We are happy to provide further context and details of our working relationship with CN
as well as answer any additional questions you may have at any time. Please reach out to
me through Shawn McGuire, our Manager, Marketing & Communications. He can be
reached at shmcguire@4Refuel.com or 365-777-6887.
Thank you for your time and attention.

Larry Rodo
President & CEO
4Refuel

Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:

FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s Rail
Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City Southern Railway
Company, Gateway Eastern Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway Company

Dear Ms. Brown:
Accurstix is a customer of CN/TransX services.
Accurstix supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the superior benefits a CN-KCS railway would bring
by offering faster, safer, cleaner and more direct service for North-South trade.
We believe that a combination of CN and KCS would help us to win in our markets. CN’s strong track record
of success with superior service, intermodal and safety gives us confidence that a combined CN-KCS would
be best positioned to serve our needs. Additionally, CN’s successful track record of acquisitions over the
past 25+ years also provides assurance that CN will effectively and seamlessly be able to integrate and
partner with KCS.

The combined company would create network with enhanced end-to-end single-owner, single-operator
service which will result in a faster, safer and more economical rail option for us where we currently rely on
trucks and provide shorter distances on many key routes. We are hopeful about this transaction as a CNKCS rail will be able to provide the seamless transportation and service that would not be available through
KCS should it go forward with an alternative combination.

Accurstix is confident in and strongly supports CN’s proposed acquisition of KCS for all of the reasons as
stated above. We hope to see the premier 21st century railway come to life.

Sincerely,

Shawn Stead
Sr. Manager, Transportation

123 Commerce Valley Dr. E., Suite 700
Thornhill, Ontario L3T 7W8

Canadian National Railway Company
935 de La Gauchetière Street West
Montreal, Quebec H3B 2M9
RE: Support for Proposed Acquisition of Kansas City Southern Railway
To whom it may concern:
On behalf of Acklands-Grainger Inc. (“Grainger Canada”), this letter addresses the
Surface Transportation Board’s review of the acquisition of Kansas City Southern
Railway. We urge favorable consideration of the proposed acquisition.
Grainger Canada provides safety, facility maintenance, and industrial supplies and
solutions to industrial and commercial companies and government agencies in Canada.
Our core objective is to keep our customers’ people safe and their operations running
smoothly. As one of Canada’s largest industrial suppliers, we offer a large selection of
private-label and brand-name products from many of the world’s top manufacturers.
We work alongside many companies across Canada in a range of industries. Rail
transportation is critical and we rely on rail partners such as CN so the right product is
provided to our customers where and when it is needed. The Canadian rail carriers are
well-run businesses with the operational experience, management expertise, and
financial capital to provide outstanding service.
We view consolidation of cross-border rail participants to be a positive contribution to
the continued growth of the rail industry in North America. The safe and efficient flow
of goods across our continent will be a significant factor in the economic recovery and
growth we are all seeking to achieve. We believe the proposedacquisition will contribute
meaningfully to improving efficiencies and benefiting consumers across North America.
Respectfully,

David Lagoner
General Manager
Acklands-Grainger Inc.
david.lagoner@grainger.ca

Acklands-Grainger Inc. • 1-888-602-0000 • www.grainger.ca

ADVANTAGE SOULTIONS

Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:

FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s Rail
Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City Southern Railway
Company, Gateway Eastern Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway Company

Dear Ms. Brown:
Advantage Solutions has an industry leading portfolio of retail services and help retailer drive growth
through their marketing expertise. We have a strong relationship with TransX/ CN and use their services to
move our products to western Canada. As a growing company we have been very pleased with the support
from TransX/ CN to get our products to our customers in a safe and timely manner.
Advantage Solutions supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the superior benefits a CN-KCS railway
would bring by offering faster, safer, cleaner and more direct service for North-South trade.
We believe that a combination of CN and KCS would help us to win in our markets. CN’s strong track record
of success with superior service, intermodal and safety gives us confidence that a combined CN-KCS would
be best positioned to serve our needs. Additionally, CN’s successful track record of acquisitions over the
past 25+ years also provides assurance that CN will effectively and seamlessly be able to integrate and
partner with KCS.
The combined company would create network with enhanced end-to-end single-owner, single-operator
service which will result in a faster, safer and more economical rail option for us where we currently rely on
trucks and provide shorter distances on many key routes. We are hopeful about this transaction as a CNKCS rail will be able to provide the seamless transportation and service that would not be available through
KCS should it go forward with an alternative combination.

Advantage Solutions. is confident in and strongly supports CN’s proposed acquisition of KCS for all of the
reasons as stated above. We hope to see the premier 21st century railway come to life.

Sincerely,
Khaled Souhani

Khaled Souhani
Supply Chain Manager
Advantage Solutions
O: +1 905-752-2876 |
khaled.souhani@advantagesolutions.net
cc: Parties of Record

Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001

Re:

FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s Rail
Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City Southern Railway
Company, Gateway Eastern Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway Company.

Dear Ms. Brown:
Agrocorp Processing Limited (APL), primarily a pulses processing and trading company, operates five processing
Plants across Alberta and Saskatchewan provinces, Canada. APL has had a long relationship with CN for over the
years, with CN handling goods from our Plants in Moose Jaw and Falher, taking them onwards to the ports/
destinations. CN customer-oriented service is an industry benchmark and we greatly appreciate the close
working relationships we have with CN and the excellent services and support provided by Team CN.
APL supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the superior benefits a CN-KCS railway would bring by offering
faster, safer, cleaner, and more direct service for North-South trade.
We believe that a combination of CN and KCS would help us to win in our markets. CN’s strong track record of
success with superior service, intermodal and safety gives us confidence that a combined CN-KCS would be best
positioned to serve our needs. Additionally, CN’s successful track record of acquisitions over the past 25+ years
also provides assurance that CN will effectively and seamlessly be able to integrate and partner with KCS.
From APL’s perspective, the combined company would create network with enhanced end-to-end single-owner,
single-operator service which will result in a faster, safer, and more economical rail option for us where we
currently rely on trucks and provide shorter distances on many key routes. We are hopeful about this transaction
as a CN-KCS rail will be able to provide the seamless transportation and service that would not be available
through KCS should it go forward with an alternative combination.

For example:
•

The combined company’s single-owner, single-operator service would enhance our ability to be
competitive in the markets in which we operate, benefiting our shipments of from trades between
Canada, USA and into USA/ Mexico.

•

CN’s significant experience providing seamless intermodal service throughout their network and across
borders. APL would get access to a single-line and with CN get access to superior service in USA as well.

Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan
teammj@agrocorp.ca
Phone: (306) 693 8887

Cut Knife, Saskatchewan
cutknife@agrocorp.ca
Phone: (306) 398 2908

Vancouver, British Columbia
team@agrocorp.ca
Phone: (604) 681 8675

Innisfail, Alberta
innisfail@agrocorp.ca
Phone: (403) 227 1316

210-254 Edmonton Street, Winnipeg R3C 3Y4, Manitoba, www.agrocorp.ca

Falher, Alberta
falher@agrocorp.ca
Phone: (780) 837-8450

•

In our opinion, this proposed combination would provide a stimulus and opportunities to explore more
business trade flows and better economic activities and perhaps create more jobs.

APL is confident in and strongly supports CN’s proposed acquisition of KCS for all of the reasons as stated above.
We hope to see the premier 21st century railway come to life.

Sincerely,

Navin Kumar Askaran
Acting CEO
Agrocorp Processing Limited

cc: Parties of Record

Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan
teammj@agrocorp.ca
Phone: (306) 693 8887

Cut Knife, Saskatchewan
cutknife@agrocorp.ca
Phone: (306) 398 2908

Vancouver, British Columbia
team@agrocorp.ca
Phone: (604) 681 8675

Innisfail, Alberta
innisfail@agrocorp.ca
Phone: (403) 227 1316

210-254 Edmonton Street, Winnipeg R3C 3Y4, Manitoba, www.agrocorp.ca

Falher, Alberta
falher@agrocorp.ca
Phone: (780) 837-8450

April 21, 2021

Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:

FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s Rail Operating
Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City Southern Railway Company, Gateway
Eastern Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway Company

Dear Ms. Brown:
On behalf of Alberta’s Industrial Heartland Association (AIHA), I am writing to provide support for the proposed
merger of Canadian National Railway and Kansas City Southern Lines.
Alberta’s Industrial Heartland is a 582 square kilometre heavy industrial zoned value-add energy cluster and
employment centre located in northeast Edmonton. With land holdings in Strathcona County, Sturgeon County,
Lamont County, and the cities of Edmonton and Fort Saskatchewan, Alberta’s Industrial Heartland is a major
employment centre and economic engine for the province. More than 40 manufacturing and service companies
in the area rely on rail transportation to ship a variety of goods to market, including petrochemical and agriculture
products. Given that Alberta is the top origination province for products exported to Mexico by rail, the proposed
merger will help support the critical infrastructure required for Alberta’s exports and promote investment and
development in the region.
The combined CN-KCS rail company would create a rail network with enhanced end-to-end single-owner, singleoperator service which will result in a faster, safer and more economical rail option for companies operating in
AIH and provide shorter distances on many key routes.
The combined company’s single-owner, single-operator service would enhance our region’s competitiveness by:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Allowing companies in our region to maintain cost and competitive advantage, improve cycle times and
reduce fleet requirements. Direct rail service is more competitive than interline rail service;
Improving the North American Transportation Network and creating a true USMCA railway;
Creating new market reach for our region;
Providing seamless North/South connectivity which helps further integrate North American supply chains;
Removing the risk of seasonal rail bottlenecks by routing around Chicago;
Enhancing the network of end-to-end single-owner, single-operator services from Mexico to Canada, with
a greater ability to connect ports in the Atlantic, Pacific and the Gulf of Mexico.
Suite 300, 9940 – 99 Avenue, Fort Saskatchewan, AB T8L 4G8
Office: 780.998.7453 Email: Inquiries@IndustrialHeartland.com www.IndustrialHeartland.com

•

•

Lowering transportation costs by allowing each mode to be used for the portion of the trip to which it is
best suited, which helps reduce emissions, traffic congestion, accidents and the burden on overstressed
transportation infrastructure; and
Investing in automated track inspection technology and car inspection portals to enhance the safety,
speed, and reliability of the KCS network.

For these reasons, AIHA is confident in and supports CN’s proposed acquisition of KCS.

Sincerely,

Mark Plamondon
Executive Director
Alberta Industrial Heartland Association

cc: Parties of Record

Suite 300, 9940 – 99 Avenue, Fort Saskatchewan, AB T8L 4G8
Office: 780.998.7453 Email: Inquiries@IndustrialHeartland.com www.IndustrialHeartland.com
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260 EdgeleyBlvd., Unit 29
Concord, Ontario L4K 3Y43
Tel: 416-633-1141
Tel: 905-532-0138
Fax: 905-532-0140

CynthiaT. Brown
Chief, Sectionof Administration
Office of Proceedings
SurfaceTransportationBoard
395 E. Street.S.W.
Washington.DC 20423-0001

Re: FD 36514.C.anadian
NationalRailwayCompany.GrandTrunk Corporation,
and
CN's Rail OperatingSubsidiaries-Control-KansasCity Southern,the KansasCity
SouthernRailway Company,GatewayEasternRailway Company,and the TexasMexican
Railway Company

DearMs. Brown:

".

AIR TRANS FORWARDING deals with the CN Rail for our transportationneedsand is
very dependentand extremelysatisfiedwith the timely movementof freight.
AIR TRANS FORWARDING supportsCN's acquisitionof KCS becauseof the superior
benefits a CN-KCS railway would bring by offering faster, safer,cleanerand more direct
servicefor North-Southtrade.
We believethat a combinationof CN and KCS would help us to win in our markets.CN's
strong track record of successwith superior service. intermodal and safety gives us
confidence that a combined CN-KCS would be best positioned to serve our needs.
Additionally. CN's successfultrack record of acquisitionsover the past 25+ years also
providesassurance
that CN will effectivelyand seamlesslybe able to integrateand partner
with KCS.
We are a Freight broker and can certainly flnd more opporfunity for our clients if the CN
acquisitionof the KCS rail goesthrough.
The combined compiuty would create network with enhancedend-to-end single-owner.
single-operatorservicewhich will resultin a faster,saferand more economicalrail option for
us where we currently rely on trucks and provide shorterdistanceson many key routes.We
are hopeful about this transactionas a CN-KCS rail will be able to provide the seamless
transportationand servicethat would not be availablethroughKCS shouldit go forward with
an altemativecombination.
For example:

The combinedcompany'ssingle-owner.single-operator
servicewould enhanceour ability to
be competitivein the marketsin which rve operate.benef-rting
our shipmentsof variousclient
comrnoditiesfrom Mexico to Canada.
CN's significant experienceproviding seamlessintermodalservicethroughouttheir network
and acrossborders.
CN investsin technologyand is preparedto extendour recentinvestmentsin automatedtrack
inspectiontechnologyand car inspectionportalsto enhancethe safety,speed,and reliability
of the KCS network.
The combinationwith Brooklyn would add anotherline to the [Manhattannetwork] between
Detroit and KansasCity, a speedwaycreatinga faster.saferand more economicalrail option
for shipperswho currentlyrely on trucks.
Manhattan and Brooklyn would form an organizatronthat is strongerthan the standalone
Brooklyn and one that hasan uncompromisingcommitmentto safety.
Manhattancurently hasthe densesttrack detectornetwork in the U.S., enablingit to detect
faults in its trackageand respondto them quickly; and monitoring technologyfor boxcarsto
providein-the-momentnotificationof issuesneedingattention.
Manhattan'ssafetyculture, superiortechnologyand operatingexperiencewould ensuresafe
operations
acrossCanada.theLI.S.andMexico.
AIR TRANS FORWARDING is confident in and strongly supports CN's proposed
acquisitionof KCS for all the reasonsas statedabove. We hope to see the premier 21st
railway cometo life.

anets,President

April 25, 2021

Ms. Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:

FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and
CN’s Rail Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas
City Southern Railway Company, Gateway Eastern Railway Company, and the
Texas Mexican Railway Company

Dear Ms. Brown:
My name is Kate Luce, and I serve as President & CEO of Alabama Export Railroad, Inc. (ALE),
a wholly owned subsidiary of Mississippi Export Railroad Company. ALE is a 1 1/2-year-old short
line railroad headquartered in Mobile, AL. Our independent freight railroad and rail services
management company offers freight shipment, transloading, railcar storage and repair, and
industrial development services. Canadian National (CN) interchanges with our rail in Mobile,
AL. The strong partnership between ALE’s operations and CN’s network allows industrial
shippers to grow their businesses into the US Gulf Coast.
We believe that a combination of CN and KCS would help us capture more wins in our markets.
CN’s strong track record of success with great service and safety gives us confidence that a
combined CN-KCS would be well positioned to serve both our needs and those of our customers.
Additionally, CN’s successful track record of acquisitions over the past 25+ years assures us that
CN will effectively integrate with KCS.
Our partnership with CN has driven tangible benefits for our customers. CN’s acquisition of KCS
will allow our partnership to offer an enhanced service to existing and future customers.

Kate C. Luce • President & Chief Executive Officer • T: (228) 474-6383 • F: (228) 474-8643
E-mail: kluce@mserr.com

Ms. Cynthia T. Brown
April 25, 2021
Page Two
CN’s unique three coast network and our strong working partnership has provided meaningful
benefits to our business and our customers; the KCS-CN merger will further enhance this reach
and our product offering. While limited overlap in the networks exist, the additional connection
points will facilitate the combined railway’s creation of competitive lanes and broader
transportation solutions.
We continue to be impressed with CN’s commitment to innovation in the rail industry; they are an
industry leader in fuel consumptions, sustainability, and safety. CN’s consistent track record in
innovative solutions like automated track inspection technology and car inspections portals will
further enhance the safety, speed, and reliability of the KCS network.
The combined company would create network with enhanced end-to-end single-owner, singleoperator service which will result in a faster, safer, and more economical rail option for shippers
that currently rely on trucks and provide shorter distances on key routes.
ALE supports CN’s proposed acquisition of KCS and hopes to see this USMCA railway endeavor
come to life.
Sincerely,

Kate C. Luce
cc: Parties of Record

April 23, 2021

Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001

Re:

FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s Rail Operating
Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City Southern Railway Company, Gateway
Eastern Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway Company

Dear Ms. Brown:
Alberta Midland Railway Terminal Ltd. (AMRT) is a rail logistics terminal located in Alberta’s Industrial Heartland,
Canada’s largest petrochemical processing region. Our Lamont Yard is served by Canadian National Railway
Company (CN), and our Beaverhill Yard served by Canadian Pacific Railway.
AMRT would like to acknowledge CN’s service, safety record, and demonstrated efforts in improving and
enhancing the overall supply chain – which we believe has provided consistent improvement to all involved in the
north American rail supply chain. While we are not ourselves a shipper, we believe that any rail transaction
featuring improved competitive access, operates safely and also reduces the cost to the overall supply chain
should be supported. We would therefore respectfully urge the Board to consider the merits of same in your
deliberations.
Sincerely,
ALBERTA MIDLAND RAILWAY TERMINAL LTD.

______________________________________
R. Darcy Heggie
Chairman of the Board, Strategic Advisor

Box 124 Lamont
Alberta Canada
T0B 2R0

Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:

FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s Rail Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the
Kansas City Southern Railway Company, Gateway Eastern Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway Company

Dear Ms. Brown:
ALFER GROUP was established on the September 12th, 2000 from ever since we provide Intermodal Transportation drayage Services moving
south and Northbound out of the most important intermodal ramps located in Mexico (Monterrey, San Luis Potosi, Silao and Toluca)
our costumers are most representative Intermodal Companies in the market, with over more than 20 years on the business, and
seeing how the intermodal business in Mexico has growth, we supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the superior benefits a
CN-KCS railway would bring by offering faster, safer, cleaner and more direct service for North-South trade.
We believe that a combination of CN and KCS would help us to win in our markets. CN’s strong track record of success with superior
service, intermodal and safety gives us confidence that a combined CN-KCS would be best positioned to serve our needs.
Additionally, CN’s successful track record of acquisitions over the past 25+ years also provides assurance that CN will effectively
and seamlessly be able to integrate and partner with KCS.
As a carrier, out interaction with KCS`s Facilities is a common thing on our daily operations at Salinas Victoria, San Luis Potosi and
Puerta Mexico Toluca, we have seen from the very beginning of the intermodal ops the changes across the time an by knowing that
CN`s might merge with KCS we believe will provide an strong support for the operation in Mexico and creating more robust model
that support logistics ops and make them easier for the end user. The combined company would create network with enhanced
end-to-end single-owner, single-operator service which will result in a faster, safer and more economical rail option for us where
we currently rely on trucks and provide shorter distances on many key routes. We are hopeful about this transaction as a CN-KCS
rail will be able to provide the seamless transportation and service that would not be available through KCS should it go forward
with an alternative combination. ALFER GROUP is confident in and strongly supports CN’s proposed acquisition of KCS for all of
the reasons as stated above. We hope to see the premier 21st century railway come to life.
Sincerely
L. Benito Gonzalez B
Operations Director
ALFER GROUP
cc: Parties of Record

Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:

FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s Rail
Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City Southern Railway
Company, Gateway Eastern Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway Company

Dear Ms. Brown:
Aliments Lucyporc is a vertically integrated Pork processor in Quebec with around 1 2 000
heads/weeks volume and exclusively selling in the high end market of Japan.
Aliments Lucyporc supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the superior benefits a CN-KCS railway
would bring by offering faster, safer, cleaner and more direct service for North-South trade.
We believe that a combination of CN and KCS would help us to win in our markets. CN’s strong track
record of success with superior service, intermodal and safety gives us confidence that a combined CNKCS would be best positioned to serve our needs. Additionally, CN’s successful track record of acquisitions
over the past 25+ years also provides assurance that CN will effectively and seamlessly be able to integrate
and partner with KCS.
We ( Lucyporc ) mainly uses CN services from Montreal to Vancouver. Approx 1 7-20 reefers ( chilled ) per
weeks in order to reach Japan Market. From our understanding we could benefit from combination of CN
and KCS activities as it would improve reefer equipment’s flow and improve availability for our future
growth.

The combined company would create network with enhanced end-to-end single-owner, single-operator
service which will result in a faster, safer and more economical rail option for us where we currently rely on
trucks and provide shorter distances on many key routes. We are hopeful about this transaction as a CNKCS rail will be able to provide the seamless transportation and service that would not be available through
KCS should it go forward with an alternative combination.

Aliments Lucyporc is confident in and strongly supports CN’s proposed acquisition of KCS for all of the
reasons as stated above. We hope to see the premier 21 st century railway come to life.

Sincerely,

Carl Robitaille
General Manager
Aliments Lucyporc

cc: Parties of Record

City of Allen Park
State of Michigan
Mark A. Kibby
City Administrator
mkibby@cityofallenpark.org

15915 Southfield Road
Allen Park, MI 48101
(P) 313-928-1400

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

April 23, 2021

The Honorable Martin J. Oberman
Chairman
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:

FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s Rail Operating
Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City Southern Railway Company, Gateway
Eastern Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway Company

Dear Chairman Oberman:
Recently, Canadian National (CN) announced its proposal to combine with Kansas City Southern (KCS),
which would create the premier railway for the 21st century, connecting ports in the United States, Mexico
and Canada to facilitate trade and economic prosperity across the United States and particularly in the
State of Michigan. I believe that this combination would serve the southeast Michigan area well by
expanding the collective reach of both railroads and bringing new, sustainable transportation solutions to
businesses in the metropolitan Detroit area.
For many years, CN has been an integral part of the transportation system in the metropolitan Detroit
area. Their freight railroad safely and reliably connects Michigan businesses, large and small, to markets
around the world. Perhaps more importantly, as the most fuel-efficient railroad in North America, CN
offers a sustainable transportation alternative to trucks – the more products we move by rail, the more we
can help reduce greenhouse gas emissions and free up capacity on already congested roads and highways.
I have worked with CN for the last nine (9) years (the City of Woodhaven for 3 years and the City of
Allen Park for 6 years) and appreciate their responsiveness and openness to the needs of local residents.
CN has operated in the U.S. for more than 100 years and is committed to being a strong local partner in
everyone community where it operates.
For all of the reasons outlined above, I strongly support CN’s proposed combination with KCS and urge
you and the Board to give the proposal every consideration.
If you should have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact my office at (313) 928-1883, or by
email at mkibby@cityofallenpark.org.
Sincerely,

Mark A. Kibby
City Administrator
City of Allen Park

Alliance Wheel Services L.L.C.
302 W. Holland St.
Washington, IL 61571

April 22, 2021
Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:
FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s Rail
Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City Southern Railway Company,
Gateway Eastern Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway Company
Dear Ms. Brown:
Alliance Wheel Services LLC has been supplying reconditioned wheel sets to CN to various location in the USA and
Canada since early 2014.
Alliance Wheel Services LLC supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the superior benefits a CN-KCS railway
would bring by offering faster, safer, cleaner and more direct service for North-South trade.
As a supplier to the railway industry, this transaction will be strategic as it will support the growth of trade between
Mexico, USA and Canada and the growth of investment in rail network which will be both beneficial to us and also to
the overall economy.
We are also very supportive of the positive impact of converting truck freight to rail on our environment.
CN’s successful track record of acquisitions over the past 25+ years also provides assurance that CN will effectively
and seamlessly be able to integrate and partner with KCS.
We see the transaction as only beneficial; we do not anticipate any negative impacts to our company, the environment
or market competition.
Alliance Wheel Services LLC is confident in and strongly supports CN’s proposed acquisition of KCS for all of the
reasons as stated above. We hope to see the premier 21st century railway come to life.

Sincerely,

Robert Coup
President
Alliance Wheel Services, L.L.C.

Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:
FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s
Rail Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City Southern Railway
Company, Gateway Eastern Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway Company
Dear Ms. Brown:
Alogient Inc. is a long term supplier for IT professional services pertaining to software and application
development services.
Alogient Inc. supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the superior benefits a CN-KCS railway would
bring by offering faster, safer, cleaner and more direct service for North-South trade.
As a supplier to the railway industry, this transaction will be strategic as it will support the growth of trade
between Mexico, USA and Canada and the growth of investment in rail network which will be both
beneficial to us and also to the overall economy.
We are also very supportive of the positive impact of converting truck freight to rail on our environment.
CN’s successful track record of acquisitions over the past 25+ years also provides assurance that CN will
effectively and seamlessly be able to integrate and partner with KCS.
We see the transaction as only beneficial, we do not anticipate any negative impacts to our company, the
environment or market competition.
Alogient Inc. is confident in and strongly supports CN’s proposed acquisition of KCS for all of the reasons as
stated above. We hope to see the premier 21st century railway come to life.

Sincerely,

______________________________________
Vincent Godcharles, CEO

cc: Parties of Record

USA
SIGNALING
700 S Babcock Street
Melbourne, Florida 32901
Phone: +1 321 961 2121
www.alstom.com

CN Headquarters
935 De La Gauchetiere Street West
12th Floor
Montreal, Quebec H3B 2M9

April 21, 2020

Dear Madam/Sir,
Alstom is a supplier of Railway Signaling and Rolling Stock products and services to the rail industry. CN is one of our
customers. KCS is also a customer.
Alstom has no objection to the approval of the proposed combination of CN and KCS.
Alstom provides CN with train control and crossing equipment under a multi-year purchasing agreement. Alstom has
been a supplier to CN for over 20 years and has partnered with CN on signaling technology innovation initiatives, with the
objective to improve safety, reliability and capacity to serve customers.
We do not expect the merger of these railways to cause harm to Alstom as a supplier to CN and KCS.

David L. McKay
Vice President, Freight and Mining

Alstom Signaling Operation, LLC

Altex Energy Ltd.
1100, 700 – 9th Avenue S.W.
Calgary, AB Canada T2P 3V4
Phone: 403-508-7525
www.altex-energy.com
April 21, 2021
Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:

FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company ("CN"), Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s
Rail Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City Southern
Railway Company ("KCS"), Gateway Eastern Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican
Railway Company

Dear Ms. Brown:
Altex Energy Ltd. ("Altex") has been a strategic partner of CN and KCS since 2012. With the help of CN
and KCS, Altex has been able transport non-hazardous, heavy undiluted bitumen to refineries requiring
supply stock across the United States and as a result Altex has become one of Canada's premier crudeby-rail companies, transloading over 90% of all heavy undiluted oil that moves by rail in Canada today.
Altex Energy Ltd. supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because a CN-KCS merger would greatly enhance
Altex's ability to transport non-hazardous, undiluted bitumen to new markets and enhance the delivery
to existing markets by offering faster, safer, cleaner, and more direct service for trade across North
America.
Due to CN's successful track record of acquisitions over the past 25 years, we are confident that CN
will effectively and seamlessly be able to integrate and partner with KCS without any impact to existing
operations and customer relationships. This merger would provide Altex with the confidence and
security that all trade opportunities will continue as they do today or greatly improve. We strongly believe
that a combined CN-KCS railway system would be a best fit for our organization helping us to provide
better, safer, more reliable, and economic solutions for us and our customers for years to come.
As an organization, our goal, is to provide our customers with the best possible service and reliability.
A combined CN-KCS company would significantly improve the customer experience by creating a
railway network with enhanced end-to-end single owner, single-operator service which would result in
a faster, safer, more economic, and more environmentally friendly option. Today, customers currently
rely on trucks, barges, and large shipping vessels to get supply stock to refineries at significantly higher
environmental impacts than rail. Rail is often uneconomic compared to with alternate sources of crude
because of the lack of direct access to refineries. Each time railways need to interchange with one
another, the ability to provide an economic supply chain to the refiner becomes harder to achieve
compared to taking supply off the water. Eliminating the uneconomic switching and alternate forms of
transportation will help minimize environmental impacts and improve efficiencies and economics for all
parties.
For example:
•

The combined CN-KCS company’s single-owner, single-operator service would enhance our
ability to be competitive in the markets in which we operate, benefiting our shipments of nonhazardous, undiluted bitumen from the Canadian provinces of Saskatchewan and Alberta to
many refineries in Alabama, Louisiana, and Texas.

•

Because CN and KCS have very little overlap in their current networks, the combined railway
would create an innovative transportation solution that will help customers reach new desirable
markets directly and economically.

•

Improved cycle times will help reduce railcar fleet requirements and provide customers with
competitive advantages over other forms of transportation.

•

Rail carriers with direct access to markets have the ability to create a more competitive
environment than interline rail service.

•

Having access to refiners on both sides of the Mississippi enables a North American supply
chain to operate extremely efficiently.

•

More efficient and environmentally friendly rail movements would occur by helping to remove
the rail congestion in Chicago by transiting around Chicago on the CN's Elgin, Joliet and Eastern
("EJ&E") Railway.

•

With a combined network, customers will benefit from more reliable operation as the railway
will be able to provide more accurate arrivals and departures with fewer interchange points
allowing for better planning.

•

CN’s significant experience will provide seamless intermodal service throughout their network
and across borders.

Altex Energy Ltd. is confident that a combined rail network provided by CN and KCS will ultimately
benefit customers, suppliers, and the environment, and we strongly support CN’s proposed acquisition
of KCS for all of the reasons stated above.
Sincerely,

_________________________________________
Curtis Layton
VP, Business Development & Transportation
cc: All Parties of Record

April 24, 2021
Angelo’s Garden Centre
1801 Highway 7
Concord, Ontario
Canada
L4K 1V4
Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001

Re: FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s Rail Operating
Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City Southern Railway Company, Gateway
Eastern Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway Company
Dear Ms. Brown:
Angelo’s Garden Centre is a long time customer with the TransX - H&R team. We ship Nursery Product along CN
rail and have always profited because of the efficiency the railroad network has above single truck shipping. We also
receive goods from the US. We would explore using rail for those shipments if there was a single owner operator
that we could deal with.
Angelo’s garden Centre supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the superior benefits a CN-KCS railway
would bring by offering faster, safer, cleaner and more direct service for North-South trade.
We believe that a combination of CN and KCS would help us to win in our markets. CN’s strong track record of
success with superior service, intermodal and safety gives us confidence that a combined CN-KCS would be best
positioned to serve our needs. Additionally, CN’s successful track record of acquisitions over the past 25+ years also
provides assurance that CN will effectively and seamlessly be able to integrate and partner with KCS.
We have used over the road for shipments from the Chicago and New Jersey area but we could explore using rail in
there is a single owner operator for us to use. We would also look at other products from Mexico or anywhere along
the rail route that may benefit us.
The combined company would create network with enhanced end-to-end single-owner, single-operator service
which will result in a faster, safer and more economical rail option for us where we currently rely on trucks and
provide shorter distances on many key routes. We are hopeful about this transaction as a CN-KCS rail will be able to
provide the seamless transportation and service that would not be available through KCS should it go forward with
an alternative combination.

For example
• The combined company’s single-owner, single-operator service would enhance our ability to be competitive in the
markets in which we operate, benefiting our shipments of decorative items from Mexico to Toronto.
• CN’s significant experience providing seamless intermodal service throughout their network and across borders.

Angelo’s Garden Centre is confident in and strongly supports CN’s proposed acquisition of KCS for all of the
reasons as stated above. We hope to see the premier 21st century railway come to life.

Sincerely,

Carlo Ammendolia
Carlo Ammendolia
Owner

ARRIMAGE
IDÉAL
883 Charles-Guimond
Boucherville, Qc J4B 3Z4

Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:

FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and
CN’s Rail Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas
City Southern Railway Company, Gateway Eastern Railway Company, and the
Texas Mexican Railway Company

Dear Ms. Brown:

Arrimage Ideal is a Greater Montreal based rail transloader whom have been
working with and for CN for more than 35 years.
Specializing in long steel products transload, Arrimage not only have had the
privilege of working closely with CN Executives but with their help, was able to develop
new routes of steel transiting by rail which were previously travelling by trucks. Because
of the CN’s continuing enhancement in transit time, their more than reliable web-based
platform allowing real-time follow of traffic and their team of consumer service,
Arrimage was able to plan, organize and increase efficiency. Thus, Arrimage have seen
its yearly number of railcars constantly increasing.
The main steel product transloaded at Arrimage are beams. Since Canada does
not produce structural steel beams, they all originate from different mills in the United
States where most come from either Texas, Arkansas or Tennessee where KCS is a key
transporter. In addition, many of those beams are being processed by structural
companies which then reship to the United States for numbers of major projects.
Whether they are Federal-financed, State-financed or strictly private. These include such
projects as stadiums, bridges, hotels, research centers and so on.
Although our part is rather small, we are very proud in being part of the chainsupply allowing the shape of landscape of tomorrow’s North America.

On a final note, for a transloader like us, the biggest challenge are overseas steel
coming from Asia or Europe and steel transiting by trucks instead of rail. We strongly
believe that a combined CN and KCS would be of outstanding benefit for cleaner
transportation, faster transit and a definite asset to keep such product we transload
within our lands.

Thank you for allowing us to voice our view
Kind regards,

______________________
Julie Deschamps-Cadieux
CEO, Arrimage Ideal

April 22, 2021
Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:

FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and
CN’s Rail Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas
City Southern Railway Company, Gateway Eastern Railway Company, and the
Texas Mexican Railway Company

Dear Ms. Brown:
Bailly’s Transload is a private company that operates several rail served transload facilities in
northern Alberta and had a great relationship with CN for over a decade. Bailly’s main focus
has been the storage, transloading and distribution of frac sand from Wisconsin, but we also
handle a wide variety of other products and commodities.
Bailly’s Transload supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the superior benefits a
CN-KCS railway would bring by offering faster, safer, cleaner and more direct service for
North-South trade.
We believe that a combination of CN and KCS would help us to win in our markets. CN’s
strong track record of success with superior service and safety gives us confidence that a
combined CN-KCS would be best positioned to serve our needs. Additionally, CN’s
successful track record of acquisitions over the past 25+ years also provides assurance that
CN will effectively and seamlessly be able to integrate and partner with KCS.
The combined company would create a network with enhanced end-to-end single-owner,
single-operator service which will result in a faster, safer, and more economical rail option for
us where we currently rely on trucks and provide shorter distances on many key routes. We
are hopeful about this transaction as a CN-KCS rail will be able to provide the seamless
transportation and service that would not be available through KCS should it go forward with
an alternative combination.
●
●

The combined CN-KCS rail would allow for more competitive freight rates into our
area of operation.
The extended rail network would create new opportunities for Bailly’s to diversify our
business line and handle new commodities that today cannot be shipped
economically.

Baillys Transload Ltd.
Lot 29, 712051 RR 54
County of GP No#1
T8X 4A7
780-832-7558 | ryan@baillys.ca | www.baillys.ca

Bailly’s Transload is confident in and strongly supports CN’s proposed acquisition of KCS for
all of the reasons as stated above. We hope to see the premier 21st century railway come to
life.

Sincerely,

Ryan Peterson
President
cc: Parties of Record

2/2

Bassett & Walker International, Inc.
2 Berkeley St, Suite 303
Toronto Ontario
Canada M5A 4J5
+1 416 363 7070

Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:

FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s Rail Operating Subsidiaries—
Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City Southern Railway Company, Gateway Eastern Railway Company,
and the Texas Mexican Railway Company

Dear Ms. Brown:
Bassett & Walker International, Inc. (BWI) specializes in the international trade of a variety of proteins for the use in the food
processing industries. BWI provides full service logistical support using proprietary, cloud-based technology that provides seamless
delivery fulfillment ensuring that clients’ production schedules are met, irrespective of where they are located.
BWI has a close business relationship with TransX Group giving strong and impeccable rail and crossdocking services between Red
Deer Alberta to Montreal, Quebec in Canada. TransX Group has been an important part of our logistics moving high volume of frozen
pork across Canada.
Bassett & Walker International, Inc. (BWI) supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the superior benefits a CN-KCS railway would
bring by offering faster, safer, cleaner, and more direct service for North-South trade.
We believe that a combination of CN and KCS would help us to win in our markets. CN’s strong track record of success with superior
service, intermodal and safety gives us confidence that a combined CN-KCS would be best positioned to serve our needs.
Additionally, CN’s successful track record of acquisitions over the past 25+ years also provides assurance that CN will effectively and
seamlessly be able to integrate and partner with KCS.
Bassett & Walker International, Inc. (BWI) is one of the biggest exporters of Canadian pork to Mexico. We strong believe that CN/KCS
is a great opportunity to provide diversity and flexibility to our supply chain as truck availability is always an issue.
The combined company would create network with enhanced end-to-end single-owner, single-operator service which will result in a
faster, safer, and more economical rail option for us where we currently rely on trucks and provide shorter distances on many key
routes. We are hopeful about this transaction as a CN-KCS rail will be able to provide the seamless transportation and service that
would not be available through KCS should it go forward with an alternative combination.
For example:
•

The combined company’s single-owner, single-operator service would enhance our ability to be competitive in the markets
in which we operate, benefiting our shipments of frozen pork from Alberta and Quebec to USA / Mexico Border.

•

CN’s significant experience providing seamless intermodal service throughout their network and across borders.

Bassett & Walker International, Inc. (BWI) is confident in and strongly supports CN’s proposed acquisition of KCS for all the reasons as
stated above. We hope to see the premier 21st century railway come to life.
Sincerely,

Maria Fortuna
Logistics Director
Bassett & Walker International, Inc.
Download the free

app to view and manage your account 24/7/365…

TradeCafé™ is a registered trademark owned under license by Trade Café Corporation, Barbados, W.I.

Box 128
Forestburg Alberta
T0B 1N0
Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Oﬃce of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:

FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s Rail Operating
Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City Southern Railway Company, Gateway
Eastern Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway Company

Dear Ms. Brown:
Battle River Railway (BRR) is a farmer owned shortline railway located in east central Alberta, Canada. We interchange
with CN at Camrose AB. Our farmers and shippers rely on CN to get our products to the world, either direct via rail or
by rail to tidewater.
BRR supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the superior beneﬁts a CN-KCS railway would provide our shippers
by offering faster, safer and cleaner service to those markets currently served by KCS.
Currently it is quite diﬃcult for our shippers to access the markets served by KCS and we see this acquisition as an
opportunity to grow our traﬃc volumes and beneﬁt our shippers. For example, grain could move directly to Mexican
markets.
The combined company would create a network with enhanced end-to-end single-owner, single-operator service
which will result in a faster, safer and more economical rail option for our customers. We are hopeful about this
transaction as a CN-KCS rail will be able to provide the seamless transportation and service that would not be
available through KCS should it go forward with an alternative combination.
BRR is conﬁdent in and strongly supports CN’s proposed acquisition of KCS for all of the reasons as stated above. We
hope to see the premier 21st century railway come to life.
Sincerely,

Matthew Enright
GM BRR
cc: Parties of Record

Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:

FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s Rail
Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City Southern Railway
Company, Gateway Eastern Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway Company

Dear Ms. Brown:
My name is Denis Caron, President & CEO of the Belledune Port Authority. The Port of Belledune operates a
bulk and breakbulk port in the Chaleur Bay in northeastern New Brunswick, Canada. The Port of Belledune’s
position allows it to offer some of the shortest shipping routes between points in Europe and North
America, and with our terminals connecting directly with the CN network, it allows industrial shippers to
optimize their supply chains, reduce costs, increase production, and concentrate on what they do best –
running their business.
Port of Belledune supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the superior benefits a CN-KCS railway would
bring by offering faster, safer, cleaner, and more direct service for North-South trade.
We believe that a combination of CN and KCS would help us to win in our markets. CN’s strong track record
of success with superior service and safety gives us confidence that a combined CN-KCS would be best
positioned to serve our needs. Additionally, CN’s successful track record of acquisitions over the past 25+
years also provides assurance that CN will effectively and seamlessly be able to integrate and partner with
KCS.
The Port of Belledune’s partnership with CN has driven tangible benefits for our customers and CN’s
acquisition of KCS will allow our partnership to offer an enhanced service to our customers. While KCS and
CN work together to provide joint routes, which remain among the transportation options for our industrial
shippers, as separate companies they have not been able to offer the kind of seamless service we seek to
offer our customers.
While CN’s unique three coast network and our partnership with CN has provided significant benefits to the
Port of Belledune and our ability to offer our services, the KCS-CN merger will further enhance this reach
and in turn our product offering. The CN-KCS merger will provide shorter distances on many key routes
and create new innovative transportation solutions and competitive lanes.
We have been impressed with CN’s commitment to innovation in the rail industry and have demonstrated
they are industry leader in fuel consumptions, sustainability and safety. CN’s consistent track record in
innovative solutions such as the automated track inspection technology and car inspections portals will
enhance the safety, speed, and reliability of the KCS network.
The combined company would create a network with enhanced end-to-end single-owner, single-operator
service which will result in a faster, safer, and more economical rail option for us and provide shorter
distances on many key routes. We are hopeful about this transaction as a CN-KCS rail will be able to
provide the seamless transportation and service that is not currently available.

For the reasons stated above, the Port of Belledune is expressing our support for the combination of CN
and KCS as it will enhance overall competition through the multiple connection points creating more, faster
transportation lanes through the heartland into Canada, US and Mexico. A combined CN-KCS will improve
the North American Transportation Network and create a true USMCA railway with the most efficient lanes
through the heartland of the US.
The Port of Belledune is confident in and strongly supports CN’s proposed acquisition of KCS for all the
reasons as stated above. We hope to see the premier 21st century railway come to life.

Sincerely,

Denis Caron
Chief Executive Officer
cc:

All Parties of Record

Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:

FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s Rail
Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City Southern Railway
Company, Gateway Eastern Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway Company

Dear Ms. Brown:
Bellemare Heavy Haul and Rigging has been working with the CN team for over a decade to move
dimensional cargo across Canada and between Canada and the USA. The relationship has been extremely
important as the knowledgeable CN staff has always been available and given sound advice on what the
best modes of transportation and how rail could be utilized efficiently. This has allowed us to increase our
service offering and better educate our customers. Without the key individuals in the quoting department,
over dimensional, hiwide and operations teams, growing our business would not have been a possibility.
Bellemare Heavy Haul and Rigging CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the superior benefits a CN-KCS
railway would bring by offering faster, safer, cleaner and more direct service for North-South trade.
We believe that a combination of CN and KCS would help us to win in our markets. CN’s strong track record
of success with superior service, intermodal and safety gives us confidence that a combined CN-KCS would
be best positioned to serve our needs. Additionally, CN’s successful track record of acquisitions over the
past 25+ years also provides assurance that CN will effectively and seamlessly be able to integrate and
partner with KCS.
Within the last year, we have set foot in the United States officially by opening our American headquarters
and a satellite office. The head office is located in Indianapolis, IN and the branch is in Houston, TX. With
these two new offices our need for moving components from Canada to the US, from the US to Canada
and across state lines has increased tremendously. As a result, our valued relationship with CN and this new
acquisition opens new opportunities for us.
The combined company would create network with enhanced end-to-end single-owner, single-operator
service which will result in a faster, safer and more economical rail option for us where we currently rely on
trucks and provide shorter distances on many key routes. We are hopeful about this transaction as a CNKCS rail will be able to provide the seamless transportation and service that would not be available through
KCS should it go forward with an alternative combination.

For example:


The combined company’s single-owner, single-operator service would enhance our ability to be
competitive in the markets in which we operate, benefiting our shipments of boilers, transformers
and vessels from Canada to the US and vice versa.



CN’s significant experience providing seamless intermodal service throughout their network and
across borders.



Knowledgeable staff available to discuss and guide the project in the right direction. This saves an
enormous amount of time and allows efficiencies in resource allocation.

Bellemare Heavy Haul and Rigging is confident in and strongly supports CN’s proposed acquisition of KCS
for all of the reasons as stated above. We hope to see the premier 21st century railway come to life.

Sincerely,

K. Kwateng
Kevin Kwateng
Director of operations
Bellemare Heavy Haul and Rigging

cc: Parties of Record

Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:
FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s
Rail Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City Southern Railway
Company, Gateway Eastern Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway Company
Dear Ms. Brown:
BeyondTalent provides professional services unlocking individual and organizational talent. We run a
number of different training workshops for CN.
BeyondTalent supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the superior benefits a CN-KCS railway would
bring by offering faster, safer, cleaner and more direct service for North-South trade.
As a supplier to the railway industry, this transaction will be strategic as it will support the growth of trade
between Mexico, USA and Canada and the growth of investment in rail network which will be both
beneficial to us and also to the overall economy.
We are also very supportive of the positive impact of converting truck freight to rail on our environment.
CN’s successful track record of acquisitions over the past 25+ years also provides assurance that CN will
effectively and seamlessly be able to integrate and partner with KCS.
We see the transaction as only beneficial, we do not anticipate any negative impacts to our company, the
environment or market competition.
BeyondTalent is confident in and strongly supports CN’s proposed acquisition of KCS for all of the reasons
as stated above. We hope to see the premier 21st century railway come to life.

Sincerely,

______________________
Louis Katzman
Managing Director
louis.katzman@beyondtalent.net

cc: Parties of Record

269 West Shore Drive – Massapequa, NY 11758

Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:

April 22nd, 2021

FD 36514, CN-KCS Proposed Combination

Dear Ms. Brown:
Boreal Bioenergy Corporation is an Alberta based biofuel innovator providing renewable and
sustainable forestry-based energy solutions. We have been a partner of CN since 2019 on
multiple locations in North America to produce and ship torrefied pellet plants for export. Our
goal is to utilize forest waste, existing infrastructure, and other resources to create a highly
efficient energy source.
Bioreal Bioenergy Corporation supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the superior
benefits a CN-KCS railway would bring by offering faster, safer, cleaner, and more direct service
for North-South trade.
We believe that a combination of CN and KCS would help us to win in our markets. CN’s strong
track record of success with superior service, intermodal and safety gives us confidence that a
combined CN-KCS would be best positioned to serve our needs. Additionally, CN’s successful
track record of acquisitions over the past 25+ years also provides assurance that CN will
effectively and seamlessly be able to integrate and partner with KCS.
Boreal Bioenergy Corporation plans to utilize exclusively rail transportation to export torrefied
wood pellets from North America to overseas market.
The combined company would create network with enhanced end-to-end single-owner, singleoperator service which will result in a faster, safer and more economical rail option for us where
we currently rely on trucks and provide shorter distances on many key routes. We are hopeful
about this transaction as a CN-KCS rail will be able to provide the seamless transportation and
service that would not be available through KCS should it go forward with an alternative
combination.
For example:
•

The combined company’s single-owner, single-operator service would enhance our
ability to be competitive in the markets in which we operate, benefiting our shipments of
wood pellets from North America to Overseas.

•

CN’s significant experience providing seamless intermodal service throughout their
network and across borders.

•

The CN team has a track record of successful and flawless mergers over the last 20
years.

•

CN’s commitment to work with other class 1s to keep existing gateways open,
including Kansas City, and collaborate to grow volume will enhance competition

Boreal Bioenergy Corporation is confident in and strongly supports CN’s proposed acquisition of
KCS for all the reasons as stated above. We hope to see the premier 21st century railway come
to life.

Sincerely,

Jason Janus
President and CEO, Boreal Bioenergy Corporation

cc: Parties of Record

Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:

FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s Rail
Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City Southern Railway
Company, Gateway Eastern Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway Company

Dear Ms. Brown:
Arbec Bois d’Oeuvres Inc. have a business relationship with CN for many years. We are a large compagnie
well-established in the lumber industries in Quebec Canada. 60% of the production is destinated to the USA
market and 5% to 10% is delivered through the KCS and KCSM.
Arbec Bois d’Oeuvres Inc. supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the superior benefits a CN-KCS
railway would bring by offering faster, safer, cleaner and more direct service for North-South trade.
We believe that a combination of CN and KCS would help us to win in our markets. CN’s strong track record
of success with superior service and safety gives us confidence that a combined CN-KCS would be best
positioned to serve our needs. Additionally, CN’s successful track record of acquisitions over the past 25+
years also provides assurance that CN will effectively and seamlessly be able to integrate and partner with
KCS.
Arbec Bois d’Oeuvres Inc. is using the Nortfolk Southern and Canadien Pacific for a low volume and also
using trucking transportation mode.
The combined company would create network with enhanced end-to-end single-owner, single-operator
service which will result in a faster, safer and more economical rail option for us where we currently rely on
trucks and provide shorter distances on many key routes. We are hopeful about this transaction as a CNKCS rail will be able to provide the seamless transportation and service that would not be available through
KCS should it go forward with an alternative combination.





CN’s proposal embraces the spirit of the new STB rules, including the requirement to enhance
competition– there is no ambiguity in where we stand on this issue, which is why CN did not even
try to benefit from the waiver.
KCS and CN have very little overlap and several connection points which will facilitate the combined
railway to create new innovative transportation solutions that will help Boscus reach new desirable
markets directly and economically. KCS and CN have very little overlap and several connection
points which will facilitate the combined railway to create new innovative transportation solutions
that will help Boscus reach new desirable markets directly, economically and more efficiently.



Combined company will be a time saving in our day to day job. (Communication, tracing, diversion,
rate request, etc..)

Boscus is confident in and strongly supports CN’s proposed acquisition of KCS for all of the reasons as
stated above. We hope to see the premier 21st century railway come to life.

Sincerely,

cc: Parties of Record

BridgePoint Shipper Support Letter

ATTENTION:
Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings, Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W. Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, CN’s Rail Operating Subsidiaries—
Control—Kansas City Southern, Kansas City Southern Railway Company, Gateway Eastern Railway Company, Texas
Mexican Railway Company
My name is Anurag Arun and my business addresses(s): Toronto Office: Unit # 2, Building G, 20 Barnes Ct, Concord, L4K 4L4
GTA West Office: 6550 Danville Road, Mississauga, L5T 2S6. Western Canada Office & Terminal: 13508 - 163 St NW,
Edmonton, AB, T5V 0B2. I am President of BridgePoint Logistics Inc. In my role, I am responsible for overseeing the operation
and smooth functioning of the business.
BridgePoint uses CN for movement of general cargo and we are satisfied with the service experience, thus far.
BridgePoint supports approval of the CN /KCS combination. The transaction would provide significant benefits that we are eager
to see realized as soon as possible. For our perspective, the transaction promises to provide improved service options and invigorate
transportation competition in the markets we serve. We are excited about the transaction because it will allow a combined CN KC
to provide new, more efficient and reliable rail service options. This will strengthen competition against the other, larger rail carriers
and trucks that serve our markets and help with our Customers’ needs.
BridgePoint supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the superior benefits a CN-KCS railway would bring by offering faster,
safer, cleaner and more direct service for North-South trade. We believe that a combination of CN and KCS would help us to win
in our markets. CN’s strong track record of success with superior service, intermodal and safety gives us confidence that a combined
CN-KCS would be best positioned to serve our needs. Additionally, CN’s successful track record of acquisitions over the past 25+
years also provides assurance that CN will effectively and seamlessly be able to integrate and partner with KCS.
The combined company would create network with enhanced end-to-end single-owner, single-operator service which will result in
a faster, safer and more economical rail option for us where we currently rely on trucks and provide shorter distances on many key
routes. We are hopeful about this transaction as a CN-KCS rail will be able to provide the seamless transportation and service that
would not be available through KCS should it go forward with an alternative combination.
CN’s significant experience providing seamless intermodal service throughout their network and across borders.
BridgePoint is confident in and strongly supports CN’s proposed acquisition of KCS for all of the reasons as stated above. We hope
to see the premier 21st century railway come to life.

Sincerely,

Anurag Arun
Signed on: 22.04.2021
Anurag Arun
CEO
sales@bpsupplychain.com
Cell: 647 968 1913

Toronto Office: Unit # 2, Building G, 20 Barnes Ct, Concord, L4K 4L4 | GTA West Office: 6550 Danville Road, Mississauga, L5T 2S6
Western Canada Office & Terminal: 13508 - 163 St NW, Edmonton, AB, T5V 0B2 |
Tel: 289 27 247 46 | | Fax: 416-907-1110 Website: www.bpsupplychain.com

Date: April 23, 2021
To:

Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001

RE: FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s Rail
Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City Southern Railway
Company, Gateway Eastern Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway Company
Dear Ms. Brown:
Bridgestone Canada Inc. is CN’s primary new truck tire, retread truck tire and OTR tire supplier and has
enjoyed and valued that business for many years. Bridgestone Canada Inc. supports CN’s acquisition of KCS
because of the superior benefits a CN-KCS railway would bring by offering faster, safer, cleaner and more
direct service for North-South trade.
As a supplier to the railway industry, this transaction will be strategic as it will support the growth of trade
between Mexico, USA and Canada and the growth of investment in rail network which will be both beneficial
to us and also to the overall economy.
We are also very supportive of the positive impact of converting truck freight to rail on our environment.
CN’s successful track record of acquisitions over the past 25+ years also provides assurance that CN will
effectively and seamlessly be able to integrate and partner with KCS.
We see the transaction as only beneficial, we do not anticipate any negative impacts to our company, the
environment or market competition.
Bridgestone Canada Inc. is confident in and strongly supports CN’s proposed acquisition of KCS for all of the
reasons as stated above. We hope to see the premier 21st century railway come to life.

Darious Naylor
Executive Director TBR – Canada
Bridgestone Canada, Inc.
Bridgestone Canada, Inc.
5770 Hurontario St.
Mississauga, ON L5R 3G5
Canada

Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:

FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s Rail
Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City Southern Railway
Company, Gateway Eastern Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway Company

Dear Ms. Brown:
Building Products of Canada Corp is a current customer of CN, shipping intermodal containers and railcars
on various lanes between Canada and the U.S. Our relationship with CN is long standing and we see CN as
a partner for growth.
BP Canada supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the superior benefits a CN-KCS railway would bring
by offering faster, safer, cleaner and more direct service for North-South trade.
We believe that a combination of CN and KCS would help us to win in our markets. CN’s strong track record
of success with superior service, intermodal and safety gives us confidence that a combined CN-KCS would
be best positioned to serve our needs. Additionally, CN’s successful track record of acquisitions over the
past 25+ years also provides assurance that CN will effectively and seamlessly be able to integrate and
partner with KCS.
BP Canada manufactures and supplies roofing and insulation products to builders, roofers and retailers
across North America. We ship intermodal containers as well as our own fleet of railcars on rail lanes in
Canada and the U.S.
The combined company would create a network with enhanced end-to-end single-owner, single-operator
service which will result in a faster, safer and more economical rail option for us where we currently rely on
trucks and provide shorter distances on many key routes. We are hopeful about this transaction as a CNKCS rail will be able to provide the seamless transportation and service that would not be available through
KCS should it go forward with an alternative combination.
For example:


The combined company’s single-owner, single-operator service would enhance our ability to be
competitive in the markets in which we operate, benefiting our freight shipments between Canada,
and the U.S.







A combined CN-KCS will improve the North American Transportation Network and create a true
USMCA railway, creating new market reach, expanding market options, for both sourcing of inbound
and outbound opportunities.
Customers of both companies would benefit from faster, safer, more direct and more efficient service
for North-South trade.
Seamless operation equals speed for our customers – for service, customer service, billing, customs,
notifications, one logistic platform.
CN consumes approximately 15% less locomotive fuel per gross ton mile than the industry average
which helps us reduce GHG emissions by leveraging rail for the long haul and trucking over shorter
distances

Building Products of Canada Corp is confident in and strongly supports CN’s proposed acquisition of KCS
for all of the reasons as stated above. We hope to see the premier 21 st century railway come to life.

Sincerely,

Diana Gavrila
Puchasing Director

cc: Parties of Record

DocuSign Envelope ID: 065516DE-50AC-467A-8A56-451B8457C104

Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:

FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s Rail
Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City Southern Railway
Company, Gateway Eastern Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway Company

Dear Ms. Brown:
Bulk Plus Logistics is a proud partner of Canadian National Railway Company who provides 3rd Party
Transloading Services within several of CNR’s Canadian based CargoFlo branded facilities located in Hay
River, NT, Ashcroft, BC, Bienfait, SK and Winnipeg, MB. Our strong business relationship spans over 25
years and we take great pride in working collectively and collaboratively with Canadian National Railway to
provide ‘Best-In-Class’ rail and transload services to our valued Shippers and Consignees.
Bulk Plus Logistics supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the superior benefits a CN-KCS railway
would bring by offering faster, safer, cleaner and more direct service for North-South trade.
We believe that a combination of CN and KCS would help us to win in our markets. CN’s strong track record
of success with superior service, intermodal and safety gives us confidence that a combined CN-KCS would
be best positioned to serve our needs. Additionally, CN’s successful track record of acquisitions over the
past 25+ years also provides assurance that CN will effectively and seamlessly be able to integrate and
partner with KCS.
Bulk Plus Logistics facilitates in the safe and efficient handling of liquid and dry bulk commodities (inclusive
of HazMat materials) from both railcar to truck and truck to railcar. With the continued support of Canadian
National Railway and its robust rail infrastructure our unique service offering provides customers with timely,
cost-effective solutions to meet their ‘last mile’ supply chain objectives.
The combined company would create a network with enhanced end-to-end single-owner, single-operator
service which will result in a faster, safer and more economical rail option for us where we currently rely on
trucks and provide shorter distances on many key routes. We are hopeful about this transaction as a CNKCS rail will be able to provide the seamless transportation and service that would not be available through
KCS should it go forward with an alternative combination.
For example:


The combined company’s single-owner, single-operator service would enhance our ability to be
competitive in the markets in which we operate, benefiting our shipments of Dry Bulk Commodities,
from Liquid Commodities to Finished Goods.



CN’s significant experience providing seamless intermodal service throughout their network and
across borders.

DocuSign Envelope ID: 065516DE-50AC-467A-8A56-451B8457C104



In addition to providing superior service, both Bulk Plus Logistics and Canadian National Railway
Company take great pride in providing Shippers and Consignees with innovative transload
solutions via customized equipment, real-time inventory managements solutions and a singleoperator service that provides a competitive service offering. Moreover, with this proposed
acquisition, Bulk Plus Logistics believes that it will prove advantageous for Shippers and Consignees
seeking alternative cost-effective rail and transload service solutions from North to South.

Bulk Plus Logistics is confident in and strongly supports CN’s proposed acquisition of KCS for all of the
reasons as stated above. We hope to see the premier 21st century railway come to life.

Sincerely,

Don Campbell
Vice President, Bulk Plus Logistics

cc: Parties of Record

Caldic Canada Inc.
Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:

FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s Rail
Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City Southern Railway
Company, Gateway Eastern Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway Company

Dear Ms. Brown:
Caldic Canada Inc is a long standing customer of CN/TransX services.
Caldic Canada Inc supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the superior benefits a CN-KCS railway
would bring by offering faster, safer, cleaner and more direct service for North-South trade.
We believe that a combination of CN and KCS would help us to win in our markets. CN’s strong track record
of success with superior service, intermodal and safety gives us confidence that a combined CN-KCS would
be best positioned to serve our needs. Additionally, CN’s successful track record of acquisitions over the
past 25+ years also provides assurance that CN will effectively and seamlessly be able to integrate and
partner with KCS.

The combined company would create network with enhanced end-to-end single-owner, single-operator
service which will result in a faster, safer and more economical rail option for us where we currently rely on
trucks and provide shorter distances on many key routes. We are hopeful about this transaction as a CNKCS rail will be able to provide the seamless transportation and service that would not be available through
KCS should it go forward with an alternative combination.

Caldic Canada is confident in and strongly supports CN’s proposed acquisition of KCS for all of the reasons
as stated above. We hope to see the premier 21st century railway come to life.

Sincerely,

Karen Audia
Warehouse and Office Manager

2828 Bonnybrook Rd. SE
Calgary, AB
T2G 2J2
Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:

April 23. 2021

FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s Rail Operating
Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City Southern Railway Company, Gateway
Eastern Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway Company

Dear Ms. Brown:
Calgary Metal Recycling Inc. is a long-standing customer of CN located in Calgary, Alberta and serviced by CN
through an industrial spur located at our facilities at 3415 Ogden Rd SE, Calgary. Access to rail is a vital component
to the success of our business in the metal recycling industry. We rely on a strong rail network as 65% our business
utilizes rail to ship recycled steel products to various locations in North America. Calgary Metal and CN have been
generating opportunities to develop and grow business as our markets ebb and flow and the ability to gain access
to those markets is a strength. CN’s account management, customer service team and local operations have
allowed to manage our shipping on a month in and month out basis with a lot of hard work and great success.
Calgary Metal Recycling Inc. supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the superior benefits a CN-KCS railway
would bring by offering faster, safer, cleaner and more direct service for North-South trade.
We believe that a combination of CN and KCS would help us to win in our markets. CN’s strong track record of
success with superior service, intermodal and safety gives us confidence that a combined CN-KCS would be best
positioned to serve our needs. Additionally, CN’s successful track record of acquisitions over the past 25+ years
also provides assurance that CN will effectively and seamlessly be able to integrate and partner with KCS.
Calgary Metal Recycling Inc. utilizes other North American rail networks as well to gain access to all our markets.
In addition, trucking and intermodal services are used to distribute our products other than steel. A more combined
and coordinated rail network, including intermodal access and opportunities should allow that market access, but
more importantly provide control of transportation costs in order to access those markets properly.
The combined company would create network with enhanced end-to-end single-owner, single-operator service
which will result in a faster, safer and more economical rail option for us where we currently rely on trucks and
provide shorter distances on many key routes. We are hopeful about this transaction as a CN-KCS rail will be able
to provide the seamless transportation and service that would not be available through KCS should it go forward
with an alternative combination.
We are confident in, and support, CN’s proposed acquisition of KCS for all of the reasons as stated above. We look
forward to seeing this expanded railway network opportunity come to life.
Respectfully,

Calgary Metal Recycling Inc.
Mark S. Clarke
CEO

Canad Inns Corporate Office
Canad Centre --- 3rd Floor
930 Jefferson Avenue
Winnipeg, Manitoba R2P 1W1
T 204-697-1495
F 204-694-9427
www.canadinns.com

Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:
FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk
Corporation, and CN’s Rail Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City
Southern, the Kansas City Southern Railway Company, Gateway Eastern
Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway Company
Dear Ms. Brown:
Canad Inns has been providing accommodation services, meeting facilities and
meal services to CN for many years and in certain areas for decades, for their
management, crews and trainees.
Canad Inns supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the superior benefits a
CN-KCS railway would bring by offering faster, safer, cleaner and more direct
service for North-South trade.
As a supplier to the railway industry, this transaction will be strategic as it will
support the growth of trade between Mexico, USA and Canada and the growth
of investment in rail network which will be both beneficial to us and also to the
overall economy.
We are also very supportive of the positive impact of converting truck freight
to rail on our environment.
CN’s successful track record of acquisitions over the past 25+ years also
provides assurance that CN will effectively and seamlessly be able to integrate
and partner with KCS.
We see the transaction as only beneficial, we do not anticipate any negative
impacts to our company, the environment or market competition.

Canad Inns Corporate Office
Canad Centre --- 3rd Floor
930 Jefferson Avenue
Winnipeg, Manitoba R2P 1W1
T 204-697-1495
F 204-694-9427
www.canadinns.com

Canad Inns is confident in and strongly supports CN’s proposed acquisition of
KCS for all of the reasons as stated above. We hope to see the premier 21 st
century railway come to life.
Sincerely,
CANAD INNS

Per:
er:
r: D
Dan
an Lussier
Title: Chief Executive Officer

Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re: FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s Rail
Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City Southern Railway
Company, Gateway Eastern Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway Company
Dear Ms. Brown:
Canada Golden Fortune Potash Corp is a potash company engaged in the exploration and development of
potash mineral properties in Saskatchewan, Canada. We are currently developing a potash solution mine in
east of Regina. We have been building a strong relationship with CN since the beginning of the potash
project. CN has been always actively communicating with us, and making sure our needs are met for the
project development. We really appreciate all the services provided by CN, and we will continue to maintain
and enhance the long-term relationship with CN.
Canada Golden Fortune Potash Corp supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the superior benefits a
CN-KCS railway would bring by offering faster, safer, cleaner and more direct service for North-South trade.
We believe that a combination of CN and KCS would help us to win in our markets. CN’s strong track record
of success with superior service, intermodal and safety gives us confidence that a combined CN-KCS would
be best positioned to serve our needs. Additionally, CN’s successful track record of acquisitions over the
past 25+ years also provides assurance that CN will effectively and seamlessly be able to integrate and
partner with KCS.
The annual production for our potash mine is about one million tons of potash in the first phase, and will
ramp up to three million tons after expansion. Our plan is to use CN’s rail transportation service to haul
potash product from our plant site located in east of Regina to the west coast, including the Port of Prince
Rupert, and/or Port of Vancouver. US Corn Belt is also our potential customer.
The combined company would create network with enhanced end-to-end single-owner, single-operator
service which will result in a faster, safer and more economical rail option for us. We are hopeful about this
transaction as a CN-KCS rail will be able to provide the seamless transportation and service that would not
be available through KCS should it go forward with an alternative combination.
For example:


The combined company’s single-owner, single-operator service would enhance our ability to be
competitive in the markets in which we operate, benefiting our shipments of potash from east of
Regina to west coast.



CN’s significant experience providing seamless intermodal service throughout their network and
across borders.



The combined CN-KCS rail network would also help our potash product access to more potential
markets across the North American.



Canada Golden Fortune Potash Corp is confident in and strongly supports CN’s proposed
acquisition of KCS for all of the reasons as stated above. We hope to see the premier 21st century
railway come to life.

Sincerely,

Junjie Liu
Vice President
Canada Golden Fortune Potash Corp

cc: Parties of Record

Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001

Re: FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s Rail Operating
Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City Southern Railway Company, Gateway Eastern
Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway Company
April 23, 2021
Dear Ms. Brown:
Canada Pork, Canadian Meat Council and the Canadian Pork Council jointly wish to express its support for a combined network
of CN-KCS to significantly improve the North American Transportation Network and create a true United States-MexicoCanada Agreement (USMCA) railway. This railway network combination will provide our member’s customers direct access
to additional southern United-States and Mexican ports to acquire Canadian meat products.
Canada Pork, the Canadian Meat Council and the Canadian Pork Council supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the
superior benefits a CN-KCS railway would bring by offering faster, safer, cleaner and more direct service for North-South
trade.
We believe that a combination of CN and KCS would help us to win in our markets. CN’s strong track record of success with
superior service, intermodal and safety gives us confidence that a combined CN-KCS would be best positioned to serve our
needs. Additionally, CN’s successful track record of acquisitions over the past 25+ years also provide assurance that CN will
effectively and seamlessly be able to integrate and partner with KCS.
Our association’s company members need to improve their market access to the states and Mexico in a timely transition
period for its Canadian meat buyers. CN combination with KCS would provide a faster network for Canadian food exports
and more economical rail option for our member’s customers who currently rely on trucks.
The combined company would create networks with enhanced end-to-end single-owner, single-operator service which will
result in a faster, safer and more economical rail option for us where we currently rely on trucks and provide shorter distances
on many key routes. We are hopeful about this transaction as a CN-KCS rail will be able to provide the seamless transportation
and service that would not be available through KCS should it go forward with an alternative combination.
The combined company’s single-owner, single-operator service would enhance our ability to be competitive in the markets
in which we operate, benefiting various shipments to the states and to Mexico.

220 Laurier Avenue West, Ottawa Ontario K1P 5Z9 Canada

canadapork.com | verifiedcanadianpork.com

Canada Pork, Canadian Meat Council and the Canadian Pork Council remains hopeful that the proposed CN combination to
KS network will be highly supported.
Stay safe and best regards,

Trevor Sears
President & CEO
Canada Pork

Chris White

John Ross

President & CEO Canadian
Meat Council

Executive Director Canadian
Pork Council

220 Laurier Avenue West, Ottawa Ontario K1P 5Z9 Canada

canadapork.com | verifiedcanadianpork.com

Hu Kou
Canada Synergy Services Corporation
4319 MCCLUNG CRES NW
Edmonton AB T6R 0M9
Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:

FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s Rail
Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City Southern Railway
Company, Gateway Eastern Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway Company

Dear Ms. Brown:
Canada Synergy Services Corporation (CSSC) is client of CN for more than 10 years.
CSSC supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the superior benefits a CN-KCS railway would bring by
offering faster, safer, cleaner and more direct service for North-South trade.
We believe that a combination of CN and KCS would help us to win in our markets. CN’s strong track record
of success with superior service, intermodal and safety gives us confidence that a combined CN-KCS would
be best positioned to serve our needs. Additionally, CN’s successful track record of acquisitions over the
past 25+ years also provides assurance that CN will effectively and seamlessly be able to integrate and
partner with KCS.
The combined company would create network with enhanced end-to-end single-owner, single-operator
service which will result in a faster, safer and more economical rail option for us where we currently rely on
trucks and provide shorter distances on many key routes. We are hopeful about this transaction as a CNKCS rail will be able to provide the seamless transportation and service that would not be available through
KCS should it go forward with an alternative combination.
For example:
•

The combined company’s single-owner, single-operator service would enhance our ability to be
competitive in the markets in which we operate, benefiting our shipments of oil field equipment
from Alberta to Canada east and USA.

•

CN’s significant experience providing seamless intermodal service throughout their network and
across borders.

CSSC is confident in and strongly supports CN’s proposed acquisition of KCS for all of the reasons as stated
above. We hope to see the premier 21st century railway come to life.
Sincerely,
Hu Kou P.Eng
President
Canada Synergy Services Corporation

April 23, 2021
Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:
FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s Rail Operating
Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City Southern Railway Company, Gateway Eastern
Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway Company
Dear Ms. Brown:
With over 50 years of success as a global leader in leadership and management development, and as the Canadian
Affiliate of the American Management Association, Canadian Management Centre (CMC) has been providing
customized leadership training and development solutions for CN’s First Line Supervisors since 2013. Our
development solutions have been delivered to thousands of First Line Supervisors during the last 8 years at CN in
English and French. Through the pandemic, CN’s future-focused and forward-thinking team have remained
committed to leadership development, and we continue to be a proud supplier and partner, dedicated to the
success of CN.
Canadian Management Centre supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the superior benefits a CN-KCS railway
would bring by offering faster, safer, cleaner and more direct service for North-South trade.
As a supplier to the railway industry, this transaction will be strategic as it will support the growth of trade
between Mexico, USA and Canada and the growth of investment in rail network which will be both beneficial to us
and also to the overall economy.
We are also very supportive of the positive impact of converting truck freight to rail on our environment.
CN’s successful track record of acquisitions over the past 25+ years also provides assurance that CN will effectively
and seamlessly be able to integrate and partner with KCS.
We see the transaction as only beneficial, we do not anticipate any negative impacts to our company, the
environment or market competition.
Canadian Management Centre is confident in and strongly supports CN’s proposed acquisition of KCS for all of the
reasons as stated above. We hope to see the premier 21st century railway come to life.
Sincerely,

Jaime Gannon
Director, Canada East

cc: Parties of Record

33 Yonge Street #320, Toronto, Ontario, M5E 1G4, Canada

Unit 400 – 740 Rosser Avenue
Brandon, MB R7A 0K9

Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:

FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and
CN’s Rail Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas
City Southern Railway Company, Gateway Eastern Railway Company, and the
Texas Mexican Railway Company

Dear Ms. Brown:
My name is Steve Bromley, Chief Commercial Officer of Cando Rail & Terminals Ltd.
(formally Cando Rail Services Ltd.), headquartered in Brandon, Manitoba. Cando Rail &
Terminals is a short line operator on CN network. The strong partnership between CN’s
network and Cando’s operating allows industrial shippers located on these short lines to
optimize their supply chains, reduce costs, increase production and concentrate on
what they do best – running their business.
Cando Rail & Terminals supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the benefits a
CN-KCS railway would bring by offering faster, safer, cleaner and more direct service
for North-South trade.
CN has a Chicago advantage when moving goods to Detroit or western Canada. It travels
around Chicago, not through the heart of the city, removing the risk of seasonal –
sometimes crippling – rail bottlenecks and creating fewer interchanges. This creates
significant advantages to our common customers.
The faster transit allows the combination of Cando/CN/KCS to provide an excellent
alternative to trucks and just-in-time delivery while creating new market reach for both
sourcing of inbound and outbound opportunities while providing economical
transportation cost which help further integrate North American supply chains.

P: 1-204-725-2627 | F: 1-204-725-4100 | E: info@candorail.com | W: www.candorail.com

CN recent investments in new technology such as automated track inspection
technology and car inspection portals to enhance the safety, speed, and reliability, once
integrated to the KCS network, will also provide more reliability to our customers
shipments delivery by avoiding “en route” delay due to rail or equipment defects. This is
a major selling point to our customers when comes the time to negotiate new contract or
additional volume.
Additionally, CN’s successful track record of acquisitions over the past 25+ years also
provides assurance that CN will effectively and seamlessly be able to integrate and
partner with KCS.
The combined company would create a network with enhanced end-to-end singleowner, single-operator service which will result in a faster, safer and more economical
rail option for us where we currently rely on trucks and provide shorter distances on
many key routes.
For the reasons stated above, Cando Rail & Terminals is expressing our support for the
combination of CN and KCS as it will enhance overall competition through the multiple
connection points creating more faster transportation lanes through the heartland into
Canada. A combined CN-KCS will improve the North American Transportation Network
and create an USMCA railway with efficient lanes through the heartland of the US.
Sincerely,

Steve Bromley
Chief Commercial Officer
cc: Parties of Record

P: 1-204-725-2627 | F: 1-204-725-4100 | E: info@candorail.com | W: www.candorail.com

Unit 400 – 740 Rosser Avenue
Brandon, MB R7A 0K9

Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:

FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and
CN’s Rail Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas
City Southern Railway Company, Gateway Eastern Railway Company, and the
Texas Mexican Railway Company

Dear Ms. Brown:
My name is Steve Bromley, Chief Commercial Officer of Cando Rail & Terminals Ltd.
(formally Cando Rail Services Ltd.), headquartered in Brandon, Manitoba. Cando Rail &
Terminals is a Rail Service Supplier on CN network. The strong partnership between
CN’s network, CN’s Customers and Cando’s operating excellence allows industrial
shippers located on CN to optimize their supply chains, improve first mile/last mile
service, reduce costs, improve facility fluidity and flexibility, and concentrate on what
they do best – producing goods and shipping them to their own customers.
Cando Rail & Terminals supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the benefits a
CN-KCS railway would bring by offering faster, safer, cleaner and more direct service
for North-South trade.
Faster service generated by the CN-KCS railway will allow customers and companies to
maintain cost and competitive advantage and improve cycle times which will ultimately
reduce fleet requirements. This fleet requirement reduction will not only save cost to our
customers but also improve fluidity in our customer facilities and increase each facility
shipments capacity. Not to mention, savings on the total supply chain cost as direct rail
service is more competitive than interline rail service.
CN recent investments in new technology such as automated track inspection
technology and car inspection portals to enhance the safety, speed, and reliability, once
integrated to the KCS network, will also provide more reliability to our customers
shipments delivery by avoiding “en route” delay due to rail or equipment defects. This is
a major selling point to our customers when comes the time to negotiate new contract or
additional volume.

P: 1-204-725-2627 | F: 1-204-725-4100 | E: info@candorail.com | W: www.candorail.com

CN has a Chicago advantage when moving goods to Detroit or western Canada. It travels
around Chicago, not through the heart of the city, removing the risk of seasonal –
sometimes crippling – rail bottlenecks and creating fewer interchanges. This creates
significant advantages to our common customers.
Additionally, CN’s successful track record of acquisitions over the past 25+ years also
provides assurance that CN will effectively and seamlessly be able to integrate and
partner with KCS.
The combined company would create a network with enhanced end-to-end singleowner, single-operator service which will result in a faster, safer and more economical
rail option for us where we currently rely on trucks and provide shorter distances on
many key routes.
For the reasons stated above, Cando Rail & Terminals is expressing our support for the
combination of CN and KCS as it will enhance overall competition through the multiple
connection points creating more faster transportation lanes through the heartland into
Canada. A combined CN-KCS will improve the North American Transportation Network
and create an USMCA railway with efficient lanes through the heartland of the US.
Sincerely,

Steve Bromley
Chief Commercial Officer
cc: Parties of Record

P: 1-204-725-2627 | F: 1-204-725-4100 | E: info@candorail.com | W: www.candorail.com

Unit 400 – 740 Rosser Avenue
Brandon, MB R7A 0K9

Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:

FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and
CN’s Rail Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas
City Southern Railway Company, Gateway Eastern Railway Company, and the
Texas Mexican Railway Company

Dear Ms. Brown:
My name is Steve Bromley, Chief Commercial Officer of Cando Rail & Terminals Ltd.
(formally Cando Rail Services Ltd.), headquartered in Brandon, Manitoba. Cando Rail &
Terminals own several rail terminals and provide rail service at industrial sites in the
United States and across Canada providing increased rail capacity in key markets and
optimized rail supply chain solutions. Several of our terminals and sites connect directly
with the CN network both in the US and in Canada. The strong partnership between
CN’s network and Cando’s operating capabilities and network of owned multi-purpose
rail terminals allows industrial shippers to optimize their supply chains, reduce costs,
increase production and concentrate on what they do best – running their business.
Cando Rail & Terminals supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the benefits a
CN-KCS railway would bring by offering faster, safer, cleaner and more direct service
for North-South trade.
We believe that a combination of CN and KCS would help us to grow in our markets.
CN’s strong track record of success with superior service, intermodal and safety gives
us confidence that a combined CN-KCS would serve our needs. Additionally, CN’s
successful track record of acquisitions over the past 25+ years also provides assurance
that CN will effectively and seamlessly be able to integrate and partner with KCS.
Cando’s partnership with CN has driven tangible benefits for our customers and CN’s
acquisition of KCS will allow our partnership to offer an enhanced service to our
customers. While KCS and CN work together to provide joint routes which remain
among the transportation options for Cando, as separate companies they have not been
able to offer the kind of seamless service Cando seeks to offer our customers.

P: 1-204-725-2627 | F: 1-204-725-4100 | E: info@candorail.com | W: www.candorail.com

While CN’s unique three coast network and our partnership with CN has provided
significant benefits to Cando and our ability to offer our services, the KCS-CN merger
will further enhance this reach and in turn our product offering. While there is some
overlap in the networks, the overlap between CN and KCS networks is very limited and
additional connection points will facilitate the combined railway to create new innovative
transportation solutions and competitive lanes. The CN-KCS merger will provide shorter
distances on many key routes.
The combined company would create a network with enhanced end-to-end singleowner, single-operator service which will result in a faster, safer and more economical
rail option for us where we currently rely on trucks and provide shorter distances on
many key routes.
For the reasons stated above, Cando Rail & Terminals is expressing our support for the
combination of CN and KCS as it will enhance overall competition through the multiple
connection points creating more faster transportation lanes through the heartland into
Canada. A combined CN-KCS will improve the North American Transportation Network
and create an USMCA railway with efficient lanes through the heartland of the US.
Sincerely,

Steve Bromley
Chief Commercial Officer
cc: Parties of Record

P: 1-204-725-2627 | F: 1-204-725-4100 | E: info@candorail.com | W: www.candorail.com

Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:

FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s Rail
Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City Southern Railway
Company, Gateway Eastern Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway Company

Dear Ms. Brown:
CBRE Limited supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the superior benefits a CN-KCS railway would
bring by offering faster, safer, cleaner and more direct service for North-South trade.
We believe that a combination of CN and KCS would help us to win in our markets. CN’s strong track
record of success with superior service, intermodal and safety gives us confidence that a combined CN-KCS
would be best positioned to serve our needs. Additionally, CN’s successful track record of acquisitions over
the past 25+ years also provides assurance that CN will effectively and seamlessly be able to integrate and
partner with KCS.
As Canada’s leading commercial real estate services, CBRE Limited represents various clients throughout the
greater Edmonton area with interest in the accessibility of rail. We have assisted numerous clients in their
search for industrial properties with rail shipping, which has become a valuable asset or requirement for
many clients we work with.
The combined company would create network with enhanced end-to-end single-owner, single-operator
service which will result in a faster, safer and more economical rail option for us where we currently rely on
trucks and provide shorter distances on many key routes. We are hopeful about this transaction as a CNKCS rail will be able to provide the seamless transportation and service that would not be available through
KCS should it go forward with an alternative combination.
The combined company’s single-owner, single-operator service would enhance our region’s competitiveness
by:
•

•
•
•

CN and KCS would provide shorter distances than would be offered by the proposed KCS and CP
on many key routes, including Laredo and Dallas to Chicago, Detroit, Toronto and Montreal,
effectively creating a Greenway to compete with trucks from Mexico, through the US heartland to
Canada.
Allows companies to maintain cost and competitive advantage, improve cycle times to reduce fleet
requirements. Direct rail service is more competitive than interline rail service .
A combined CN-KCS will improve the North American Transportation Network and create a true
USMCA railway
Create new market reach (expand market options) for both sourcing of inbound and outbound
opportunities.

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

The merger will provide seamless North South connectivity which help further integrate North
American supply chains
Unlike other railroads, CN has a Chicago advantage when moving goods to Detroit or western
Canada. It travels around Chicago not through the heart of the city, removing the risk of seasonal –
sometimes crippling – rail bottlenecks and creating fewer interchanges.
Together, CN and KCS would have a robust network of end-to-end single-owner, single-operator
services from Mexico to Canada – more than any other Class I railroad – with an enhanced ability to
connect ports in the Atlantic, Pacific and the Gulf of Mexico.
This transaction would provide shorter distances than would be offered by the proposed KCS and CP
transaction on many key routes, including Laredo and Dallas to Chicago, Detroit, Toronto and
Montreal.
We have a track record of investing in the communities we operate in and engaging directly. We
spent over $20 million USD in the past 4 years in local spending and Community Partnerships in the
US.
The greater use of combined transport helps lower transportation costs by allowing each mode to be
used for the portion of the trip to which it is best suited and also helps reduce emissions, traffic
congestion, accidents and the burden on overstressed transportation infrastructure
CN invests in technology and is prepared to extend our recent investments in automated track
inspection technology and car inspection portals to enhance the safety, speed, and reliability of the
KCS network.

For these reasons CBRE Limited is confident in and strongly supports CN’s proposed acquisition of KCS for
all of the reasons as stated above. We hope to see the premier 21st century railway come to life.

Sincerely,

GREGG MAIMANN
Senior Vice President
CBRE Limited
+1 780 917 4632
cc: Parties of Record

Charles City Rail Terminal, LLC
300 Lawler Street
Charles City, IA50616
Yesterday is history, tomorrow a mystery, but today is a gift … that’s why they call it the present

Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:

FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s Rail Operating
Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City Southern Railway Company, Gateway
Eastern Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway Company

Dear Ms. Brown:
My name is Joe Natale and my business address is 300 Lawler Street, Charles City, IA 50616. I am the
Founder and General Manager of Charles City Rail Terminal, LLC (“CCRT”). In my role, I am responsible for
the commercial development and operations of the company. CCRT is developing a rail transloading facility
to load and offload railcars and will provide transloading services for companies shipping on the CN.
CCRT supports approval of the CN’s acquisition of KCS. The transaction would offer a faster, safer, cleaner,
and more direct service for North-South trade. As well as provide significant benefits that we are eager to
see realized as soon as possible.
We believe that a combination of CN and KCS would help us to win in our markets. CN’s strong track record
of success with superior service and safety gives us confidence that a combined CN-KCS would be best
positioned to serve our needs. Additionally, CN’s successful track record of acquisitions over the past 25+
years also provides assurance that CN will effectively and seamlessly be able to integrate and partner with
KCS.
CCRT’s transloading facility will service processing and production facilities in Iowa and surrounding states
needing to transport multiple commodities (ethanol, corn/DCO, soybean/SBO, fertilizers, animal feedstock,
etc.) to other regions of the country on the CN/KCS, into the Gulf region. CCRT will also serve Iowa and
surrounding states with a reliable source of propane by providing destination delivered supply or railcar
throughput arrangements as well as provide an origination point for suppliers seeking to optimize its supply
logistics utilizing the CN/KCS.
The combined company would create a network with enhanced end-to-end single-owner, single-operator
service which will result in a faster, safer, and more economical rail option for us. We are hopeful about this
transaction as being able to provide the seamless transportation and service that would otherwise not be
available through KCS should it go forward with an alternative combination.
For example:


The combined company’s single-owner, single-operator service would enhance our ability to be
competitive in the markets in which we operate, benefiting our shipments to additional destination
markets in the US, Canada and Mexico.



A combined CN-KCS will improve the North American transportation network and create a true
USMCA railway.



Allows companies to maintain cost and competitive advantage, improve cycle times to reduce fleet
requirements. Direct rail service is more competitive than interline rail service.



CN invests in technology and is prepared to extend our recent investments in automated track
inspection technology and car inspection portals to enhance the safety, speed, and reliability of the
KCS network.

1.

Our entire team at the Charles City Rail Terminal feel confident in and strongly supports CN’s proposed
acquisition of KCS for all the reasons as stated above.
Sincerely,

Joe Natale
Founder and General Manager

Servicio Público Federal de Carga
R.F.C. TCU-980113-MM1
Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:

FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation,
and CN’s Rail Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the
Kansas City Southern Railway Company, Gateway Eastern Railway
Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway Company

Dear Ms. Brown:
Transportes CHUVIALCO, S.A. de C.V. has been working with KCS for over 10 years
already and also, recently with CN and what both have in common is that they concern
about the service and committed to provide it.
Transportes CHUVIALCO, S.A. de C.V. supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the
superior benefits a CN-KCS railway would bring by offering faster, safer, cleaner and more
direct service for North-South trade.
We believe that a combination of CN and KCS would help us to win in our markets. CN’s
strong track record of success with superior service, intermodal and safety gives us
confidence that a combined CN-KCS would be best positioned to serve our needs.
Additionally, CN’s successful track record of acquisitions over the past 25+ years also
provides assurance that CN will effectively and seamlessly be able to integrate and partner
with KCS.
The combined company would create network with enhanced end-to-end single-owner,
single-operator service which will result in a faster, safer and more economical rail option
for us where we currently rely on trucks and provide shorter distances on many key routes.
We are hopeful about this transaction as a CN-KCS rail will be able to provide the seamless
transportation and service that would not be available through KCS should it go forward
with an alternative combination.

Fomento Agrario Nº. 5010 Col. Plutarco Elías Calles C.P. 64108 Monterrey Nuevo León
Tel: (01-81) 13-52-22-84 Fax: (01-81) 83-81-53-36 E-Mail: chuvialco@prodigy.net.mx

Servicio Público Federal de Carga
R.F.C. TCU-980113-MM1
For example:
•

Becoming a single company, it would enhance our ability to be competitive in the
markets in which we operate, benefiting our shipments since they will be
transported in a bigger railroad grid.

•

CN’s significant experience providing seamless intermodal service throughout their
network and across borders.

Transportes CHUVIALCO, S.A. de C.V. is confident in and strongly supports CN’s
proposed acquisition of KCS for all of the reasons as stated above. We hope to see the
premier 21st century railway come to life.

Sincerely,

____________________________________

Lic. Omar Alejandro Gonzalez Moreno
omar_gonzalez@chuvialco.com.mx
Legal Representative
Transportes Chuvialco S.A. de C.V.
ATENTAMENTE

Fomento Agrario Nº. 5010 Col. Plutarco Elías Calles C.P. 64108 Monterrey Nuevo León
Tel: (01-81) 13-52-22-84 Fax: (01-81) 83-81-53-36 E-Mail: chuvialco@prodigy.net.mx

April 25, 2021
Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:

FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s
Rail Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City Southern
Railway Company, Gateway Eastern Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican
Railway Company

Dear Ms. Brown:
My name is Bruce Rodgers and I am the Executive Director of the Canadian International
Freight Forwarders Association (CIFFA). Our association represents the interests of the freight
forwarding industry in Canada.
We are writing this letter in support of CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the superior benefits
a CN-KCS railway would bring by offering faster, safer, cleaner and more direct service for
North-South trade.
We believe that a combination of CN and KCS would help our members win in their markets.
CN’s strong track record of success with superior service, intermodal and safety gives us
confidence that a combined CN-KCS would be best positioned to serve our member’s needs.
Additionally, CN’s successful track record of acquisitions over the past 25+ years also provides
assurance that CN will effectively and seamlessly be able to integrate and partner with KCS.
The combined company would create a network with enhanced end-to-end single-owner, singleoperator service from Mexico to Canada – more than any other Class I railroad – with an
enhanced ability to connect ports in the Atlantic, Pacific and the Gulf of Mexico. A combined
CN-KCS will improve the North American Transportation Network and create a true USMCA
railway. Seamless operation equals speed for the customer – for service, customer service,
billing, customs, notifications, one logistic platform
Additionally, KCS and CN have very little overlap (approximately 1 percent of their combined
network) and several connection points which will facilitate the combined railway to create new
innovative transportation solutions that help customers reach new desirable markets directly
and economically.
This transaction would also yield demonstrable benefits for the environment across the states
and regions through which KCS tracks traverse by diverting significant volumes of truck traffic
onto rails, which deliver better fuel efficiency at lower cost.

CIFFA is confident in and strongly supports CN’s proposed acquisition of KCS for all of the
reasons as stated above. We hope to see the premier 21st century railway come to life.
Sincerely,

Bruce Rodgers
Executive Director

Julia Kuzeljevich
Public Affairs Manager
cc: Parties of Record

Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:
FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s Rail
Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City Southern Railway Company,
Gateway Eastern Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway Company
Dear Ms. Brown:
CloudOps Inc. has been a service provider to CN for over 9 years and has been delivering cloud and
DevOps services as well as advisory and best practices consulting.
CloudOps Inc. supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the superior benefits a CN-KCS railway
would bring by offering faster, safer, cleaner and more direct service for North-South trade.
As a supplier to the railway industry, this transaction will be strategic as it will support the growth of
trade between Mexico, USA and Canada and the growth of investment in rail network which will be both
beneficial to us and also to the overall economy.
We are also very supportive of the positive impact of converting truck freight to rail on our environment.
CN’s successful track record of acquisitions over the past 25+ years also provides assurance that CN will
effectively and seamlessly be able to integrate and partner with KCS.
We see the transaction as only beneficial, we do not anticipate any negative impacts to our company,
the environment or market competition.
CloudOps Inc. is confident in and strongly supports CN’s proposed acquisition of KCS for all of the
reasons as stated above. We hope to see the premier 21st century railway come to life.

Sincerely,

Marc Paré
Chief Commercial Officer

cc: Parties of Record
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Surface Transportation Board
To Whom It May Concern;
As Vice-President of CMA CGM (America) LLC, I write this letter on behalf of our company to lend support
for the proposed merger of the Canadian National (“CN”) and Kansas City Southern (“KCS”) railways. As
one of the largest ocean carriers in North America and indeed the World, CMA CGM is a significant user of
both of these railroads, shipping more than 200,000 shipping containers annually on their networks.
CMA CGM supports approval of the CN/KCS combination. The transaction would provide benefits that we
are eager to see realized as soon as possible.
For our perspective, the transaction promises to provide improved service options and invigorate
transportation competition in the markets we serve. The combined CNKC network – with new single-line
hauls and access to premier ports on the U.S. Gulf, Atlantic and Pacific coasts as well as to key overseas
markets – would help us reach our existing markets and new markets more efficiently.
We are supportive of the transaction because it will allow a combined CNKC to provide new, more efficient
and reliable rail service options. We believe the combination of CN and KCS will add healthy competition to
the Class 1 railroads, which will be applauded by all rail customers including CMA CGM and our
competitors. There is little to no overlap between the services of CN and KCS and the complementary
nature of CN’s and KCS’s networks means that the transaction will not have any adverse effects on
competition. The lack of overlap will make these carriers a better alternative relative to the other options that
already exist and we understand that CNKC will continue to interchange with all of their other existing
interline partners to provide the services we need.
Finally, the merger of CN and KCS has the potential to provide new solutions for our beneficial cargo
owning customers by creating entry and IPI points not previously available. We are particularly enthusiastic
about the role new CNKS single-line routes will play in expanding access to growing markets across the
United States, Mexico and Canada that under the USMCA trade agreement. It is important that there be a
true USMCA railroad option.
For these reasons, CMA CGM (America) is voicing support for the combination of CN and KCS, because it
could enhance competition, provide expanded options and drive efficiencies for customers of all sizes. CMA
CGM urges the STB to approve CN’s acquisition of KCS as swiftly as possible so that these systems can be
integrated, and the potential end-to-end benefits of this deal can be realized for the benefit of all
stakeholders.
Sincerely yours,

Bob Basila
Vice-President

CMA CGM (America) LLC
5701 Lake Wright Drive – Norfolk, VA – 23502-1868, USA
Tel: 1 (877) 556-6308
www.cma-cgm.com
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April 22, 2021
Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:

Coalspur Mines (Operations) Ltd.
Box 6146
Hinton, AB T7V 1X5

FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s
Rail Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City Southern
Railway Company, Gateway Eastern Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway
Company

Dear Ms. Brown:
Coalspur and its parent company have a long and productive working partnership with CN both
in the United States and Canada. As such, Coalspur supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because
of the superior benefits a CN-KCS railway would bring by offering faster, safer, cleaner and
more direct service for North-South trade.
We believe that a combination of CN and KCS would help us to win in our markets. Direct rail
service is more competitive than interline rail service. CN’s strong track record of success with
superior service, intermodal and safety gives us confidence that a combined CN-KCS would be
best positioned to serve our needs. Additionally, CN’s successful track record of acquisitions
over the past 25+ years also provides assurance that CN will effectively and seamlessly be able
to integrate and partner with KCS.
The combined company would create network with enhanced end-to-end single-owner, singleoperator service which will result in a faster, safer and more economical rail option for us where
we currently rely on trucks and provide shorter distances on many key routes. We are hopeful
about this transaction as a CN-KCS rail will be able to provide the seamless transportation and
service that would not be available through KCS should it go forward with an alternative
combination.
Coalspur is confident in and strongly supports CN’s proposed acquisition of KCS for all of the
reasons as stated above. We hope to see the premier 21st century railway come to life.
Sincerely,

Donald S. Swartz II – SVP Sales and Marketing

April 23, 2021

Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:

FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and
CN’s Rail Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas
City Southern Railway Company, Gateway Eastern Railway Company, and the
Texas Mexican Railway Company

Dear Ms. Brown:
Coca-Cola Canada Bottling Ltd (CCCBL) is a long-standing customer of CN. We ship
predominately throughout Canada; however, we look to explore new gateways with our
respective locations. Overall, our service with CN continues to exceed our expectation.
CCCBL supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the superior benefits a CN-KCS
railway would bring by offering faster, safer, cleaner, and more direct service for NorthSouth trade. CCCBL is actively pursuing avenues to improve our carbon footprint and
create a more sustainable environment. We believe this merger helps organizations
like ours achieve those goals.
We believe that a combination of CN and KCS would help us to win in our markets.
CN’s strong track record of success with superior service, intermodal and safety gives
us confidence that a combined CN-KCS would be best positioned to serve our needs.
Additionally, CN’s successful track record of acquisitions over the past 25+ years also
provides assurance that CN will effectively and seamlessly be able to integrate and
partner with KCS.
The combined company would create a network with enhanced end-to-end singleowner, single-operator service which will result in a faster, safer, and more economical
rail option for us where we currently rely on trucks and provide shorter distances on
many key routes. We are hopeful about this transaction as a CN-KCS rail will be able to
provide the seamless transportation and service that would not be available through
KCS should it go forward with an alternative combination.
CCCBL is confident in and strongly supports CN’s proposed acquisition of KCS for all
the reasons as stated above. We hope to see the premier 21st century railway come to
life.

Sincerely,

Dave Keenan
Director Transportation
Coca Cola Canada Bottling Ltd
cc: Parties of Record

April 23rd, 2021
Ms. Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re: FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s Rail Operating
Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City Southern Railway Company, Gateway
Eastern Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway Company
Dear Ms. Brown,
A Quebec-based leader in business and information technology (IT) consulting services, Cofomo first established
its business relationship with CN in 2007. Ever since, Cofomo has been providing CN, one of its major clients, with
specialized expertise for large-scale transformation projects.
As a supplier to the railway industry, this transaction will be strategic as it will support the growth of trade
between Mexico, USA and Canada, as well as that of investment in the rail network, which will be beneficial to
both us and the overall economy.
We are also very supportive of the positive impact on our environment of converting truck freight to rail.
Cofomo supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the superior benefits a CN-KCS railway would bring by
offering faster, safer, cleaner, and more direct service for North-South trade.
CN’s successful track record of acquisitions over the past 25+ years also provides assurance that CN will effectively
and seamlessly be able to integrate and partner with KCS.
We see the transaction as only beneficial; we do not anticipate any negative impacts on our company, the
environment or market competition.
For all the reasons stated above, Cofomo is confident in and strongly supports CN’s proposed acquisition of KCS.
We hope to see the premier 21st century railway come to life.
Sincerely,

Régis Desjardins
Régis Desjardins
President
cc: Parties of record
1000, rue De La Gauchetière Ouest, bureau 1500
Montréal QC H3B 4W5
T 514 866-0039 www.cofomo.com

Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:

FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s Rail Operating
Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City Southern Railway Company, Gateway
Eastern Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway Company

Dear Ms. Brown
ColdFront is a long-standing vendor of CN. Though ColdFront supports CN predominately throughout Canada, we look to
explore new gateways with our respective locations. The potential of these new reaches because of the proposed CNKCS network could and would create new opportunities to further allow ColdFront to meet its expectations on growth
projections to better serve CN’s customers in other markets. Overall, the service with CN continues to exceed
expectations, specifically to their temperature controlled Intermodal customers. CN is also a tremendous partner in the
communities that it serves.
ColdFront supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the superior benefits a CN-KCS railway would bring by offering
faster, safer, cleaner, and more direct service for North-South trade.
We believe that a combination of CN and KCS would help us to win in our current markets and future markets. CN’s
strong track record of success with superior service, intermodal and safety gives us confidence that a combined CN-KCS
would be best positioned to help CN continue to gain market share in the temperature-controlled space. Additionally,
CN’s successful track record of acquisitions over the past 25+ years also provides assurance that CN will effectively and
seamlessly be able to integrate and partner with KCS.
This merger will provide seamless North South connectivity which help further integrate North American supply chains
and allow ColdFront to reach new points via rail that today would move OTR which aligns with our outlook on
environmental sustainability.
The combined company would create a network with enhanced end-to-end single-owner, single-operator service which
will result in a faster, safer, and more economical rail option for customers where they currently rely on trucks and
provide shorter distances on many key routes. We are hopeful about this transaction as a CN-KCS rail will be able to
provide the seamless transportation and service that would not be available through KCS should it go forward with an
alternative combination.

ColdFront is confident in and strongly supports CN’s proposed acquisition of KCS for all the reasons as stated above. We
hope to see the premier 21st century railway come to life.

Sincerely,

Darin Shimell | General Manager
Office: (778) 284-3991
Cell: (778) 388-7144

cc: Parties of Record

Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:
FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s
Rail Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City Southern Railway
Company, Gateway Eastern Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway Company
Dear Ms. Brown:
Communications Transcript is CN’s trusted provider of language services for more than 25 years.
Communications Transcript supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the superior benefits a CNKCS railway would bring by offering faster, safer, cleaner and more direct service for North-South trade.
As a supplier to the railway industry, this transaction will be strategic as it will support the growth of
trade between Mexico, USA and Canada and the growth of investment in rail network which will be
both beneficial to us and also to the overall economy.
We are also very supportive of the positive impact of converting truck freight to rail on our
environment.
CN’s successful track record of acquisitions over the past 25+ years also provides assurance that CN will
effectively and seamlessly be able to integrate and partner with KCS.
We see the transaction as only beneficial, we do not anticipate any negative impacts to our company,
the environment or market competition.
Communications Transcript is confident in and strongly supports CN’s proposed acquisition of KCS for
all of the reasons as stated above. We hope to see the premier 21st century railway come to life.
Sincerely,

Charles Lesperance, CEO

cc: Parties of Record
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Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:
FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s
Rail Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City Southern Railway
Company, Gateway Eastern Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway Company
Dear Ms. Brown:
Computer Connection of CNY, Inc is a supplier of IT hardware and related services.
Computer Connection of CNY, Inc. supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the superior benefits a CNKCS railway would bring by offering faster, safer, cleaner and more direct service for North-South trade.
As a supplier to the railway industry, this transaction will be strategic as it will support the growth of trade
between Mexico, USA and Canada and the growth of investment in rail network which will be both
beneficial to us and also to the overall economy.
We are also very supportive of the positive impact of converting truck freight to rail on our environment.
CN’s successful track record of acquisitions over the past 25+ years also provides assurance that CN will
effectively and seamlessly be able to integrate and partner with KCS.
We see the transaction as only beneficial, we do not anticipate any negative impacts to our company, the
environment or market competition.
[Computer Connection of CNY, Inc is confident in and strongly supports CN’s proposed acquisition of KCS
for all of the reasons as stated above. We hope to see the premier 21 st century railway come to life.

Sincerely,

Tricia Shauger COO CCNY Tech

11206 Cosby Manor Road

Utica, NY 13502

315-724-2209

ccnytech.com

Conagra Brands Canada Inc.
5055 Satellite Drive, Unit 1&2
Mississauga, Ontario
L4W 5K7

Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re: FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk
Corporation, and CN’s Rail Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City
Southern, the Kansas City Southern Railway Company, Gateway Eastern
Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway Company
Dear Ms. Brown:
I am writing to provide my written support for the combination of Canadian
National Railway (CN) and Kansas City Southern (KCS). I believe this
combination of railroads will benefit Conagra Brands by creating more efficient
supply chains across the North American continent. Conagra Brands Canada
and CN work together today to move our iconic brands across North America.
CN plays a critical role in the Conagra supply chain, enabling Conagra to keep
store shelves stocked and Canadians fed. The relationship is strategic and both
companies collaborate to create better and more environmentally sustainable
supply chains.
From our perspective, the transaction promises to provide improved service
options and competition for shippers across North America while creating new
opportunities for Conagra Brands Canada to source materials across the USA
and Mexico. The combined network would help us move our products more
efficiently with a smaller environmental footprint. And, with the two railroads’
strong focus on safety and their track record of operational excellence, I have no
doubt that they will be able to integrate their operations seamlessly to the benefit
of rail customers and other stakeholders.
Thank You,

Mark Sauve

Manager Canadian Transportation and Warehousing
C 289-788-2482
MARK.SAUVE@CONAGRA.COM

CONAGRABRANDS.COM

Suite 500, 800 - 5th Avenue SW, Calgary, Alberta T2P 3T6, Canada

Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:

FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s
Rail Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City Southern
Railway Company, Gateway Eastern Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway
Company

Dear Ms. Brown:
CST Canada Coal Limited (CST Coal) is a Canadian metallurgical coal mining company located in Grande
Cache, Alberta. We have been working with CN for over 50 years. CN receives and hauls our coals from
Winniandy station in Alberta to Coal Terminals at West Coast Canada.
CST Coal supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the superior benefits a CN-KCS railway would bring
by offering faster, safer, cleaner and more direct service for North-South trade.
We believe that a combination of CN and KCS would help us to win in our markets. CN’s strong track
record of success with superior service, intermodal and safety gives us confidence that a combined CNKCS would be best positioned to serve our needs. Additionally, CN’s successful track record of
acquisitions over the past 25+ years also provides assurance that CN will effectively and seamlessly be
able to integrate and partner with KCS.
Metallurgical coal remains critical raw material for crude steel products around the world. CST Coal
relies on CN’s rail transportation service for coal shipments from the mine to West Coast. As part of CST
Coal’s overall supply chain and logistics management strategy, CN’s rail service ensures CST Coal’s coal is
safely and effectively delivered to the North America and overseas steel mills for coke & steel
productions.
The combined company would create network with enhanced end-to-end single-owner, single-operator
service which will result in a faster, safer and more economical rail option for us where we currently rely
on trucks and provide shorter distances on many key routes. We are hopeful about this transaction as a
CN-KCS rail will be able to provide the seamless transportation and service that would not be available
through KCS should it go forward with an alternative combination.

Suite 500, 800 - 5th Avenue SW, Calgary, Alberta T2P 3T6, Canada

The combined company’s single-owner, single-operator service would enhance our ability to be
competitive in the markets in which we operate, benefiting our shipments of metallurgical coals from
Grande Cache, Alberta to the coke plants and steel mills in the United States.
CST Coal is confident in and strongly supports CN’s proposed acquisition of KCS for all of the reasons as
stated above. We hope to see the premier 21st century railway come to life.

Sincerely,

Michael Wong
Director, Marketing & Logistics

cc: Parties of Record

Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:

FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s Rail
Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City Southern Railway
Company, Gateway Eastern Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway Company

Dear Ms. Brown:
Dairy Fountain and Fountain Food and Beverage is a manufacture of dairy products and ships across
Canada and into the US. We have a strong relationship with TransX/ CN and use their services to move our
products. They have outstanding service and have helped us expand our market shares where we operate.
Dairy Fountain and Fountain Food and Beverage supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the superior
benefits a CN-KCS railway would bring by offering faster, safer, cleaner and more direct service for NorthSouth trade.
We believe that a combination of CN and KCS would help us to win in our markets. CN’s strong track record
of success with superior service, intermodal and safety gives us confidence that a combined CN-KCS would
be best positioned to serve our needs. Additionally, CN’s successful track record of acquisitions over the
past 25+ years also provides assurance that CN will effectively and seamlessly be able to integrate and
partner with KCS.
The combined company would create network with enhanced end-to-end single-owner, single-operator
service which will result in a faster, safer and more economical rail option for us where we currently rely on
trucks and provide shorter distances on many key routes. We are hopeful about this transaction as a CNKCS rail will be able to provide the seamless transportation and service that would not be available through
KCS should it go forward with an alternative combination.

Dairy Fountain is confident in and strongly supports CN’s proposed acquisition of KCS for all of the reasons
as stated above. We hope to see the premier 21st century railway come to life.

Sincerely,
Murat Uslu

President
Fountain Food and Beverages Ltd.
Dairy Fountain Inc.
1080 Fewster Dr Unit 14
Mississauga, ON L4W 2T2 CANADA
T : 1 905 238 0000
T/F : 1 888 553 2479
info@dairyfountain.com
www.dairyfountain.com

cc: Parties of Record

Dakkota Integrated Systems, LLC

123 Brighton Lake Rd.
Brighton, MI 48116

Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:

FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s Rail Operating
Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City Southern Railway Company, Gateway
Eastern Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway Company

Dear Ms. Brown:
Dakkota Integrated Systems LLC is a current customer of CN, shipping intermodal containers of automotive parts and
packaging between San Luis Potosi, Mexico and Detroit, Michigan. Over the last 4 years, the intermodal service has
allowed Dakkota to benefit from being able to ship greater weight at a reduced cost that what would be possible shipping
over the road. Leveraging the rail service has also allowed Dakkota to reduce its carbon footprint.
Dakkota supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the superior benefits a CN-KCS railway would bring by offering
faster, safer, cleaner and more direct service for North-South trade.
We believe that a combination of CN and KCS would help us to win in our markets. CN’s strong track record of success
with superior service, intermodal and safety gives us confidence that a combined CN-KCS would be best positioned to
serve our needs. Additionally, CN’s successful track record of acquisitions over the past 25+ years also provides
assurance that CN will effectively and seamlessly be able to integrate and partner with KCS.
Dakkota still mainly uses trucking as a transportation mode but has recently increased intermodal rail shipments to and
from new suppliers in Mexico.
The combined company would create network with enhanced end-to-end single-owner, single-operator service which will
result in a faster, safer and more economical rail option for us where we currently rely on trucks and provide shorter
distances on many key routes. We are hopeful about this transaction as a CN-KCS rail will be able to provide the
seamless transportation and service that would not be available through KCS should it go forward with an alternative
combination.
For example:


The combined company’s single-owner, single-operator service would enhance our ability to be competitive in
the markets in which we operate, benefiting our shipments of automotive parts from San Luis Potosi to Detroit.




CN’s significant experience providing seamless intermodal service throughout their network and across borders.
The merger will provide seamless North South connectivity which will help further integrate North American
supply chains and increase visibility of our shipments.



CN would provide superior service at the borders, reducing friction for customers across geographies and
transportation modes that it would leverage and apply to KCS’s business.

CKR



More accurate arrivals and departures with fewer interchange points would allow for better planning for us, the
customer.

Dakkota Integrated Systems LLC is confident in and strongly supports CN’s proposed acquisition of KCS for all of the
reasons as stated above. We hope to see the premier 21 st century railway come to life.

Sincerely,

Jim Gervers
Logistics and Transportation Manager

cc: Parties of Record
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155 Gordon Baker Road, Suite 501,
Toronto, ON, M2H 3N5
April 23,2021

Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re: FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s Rail
Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City Southern Railway
Company, Gateway Eastern Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway Company
Dear Ms. Brown:
Dell Technologies we are an IT provider of hardware, software and services solutions to CN Rail and
and we are very instrumental for companies such as CN Rail as we help change the digital landscape
as we drive progress through our technology.
Dell Technologies supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the superior benefits a CN-KCS
railway would bring by offering faster, safer, cleaner, and more direct service for North-South trade.
As a supplier to the railway industry, this transaction will be strategic as it will support the growth of
trade between Mexico, USA and Canada and the growth of investment in rail network which will be
both beneficial to us and also to the overall economy.
We are also very supportive of the positive impact of converting truck freight to rail on our
environment.
CN’s successful track record of acquisitions over the past 25+ years also provides assurance that CN
will effectively and seamlessly be able to integrate and partner with KCS.
We see the transaction as only beneficial, we do not anticipate any negative impacts to our company,
the environment or market competition.
Dell Technologies are confident and strongly supports CN’s proposed acquisition of KCS for all of the
reasons as stated above. We hope to see the premier 21st century railway come to life.

Sincerely,

Jeff Denberg
Vice President, Enterprise Sales, Canada

Dell Technologies

DFK Enterprise, Inc.
Derek Kruk
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Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:

FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN's
Operating Subsidiaries-Control-Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City Southern
Company, Gateway Eastern Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway Com

Dear Ms. Brown:
My name is Derek Kruk, and I am President of DFK Enterprise (DFK), In my role, I am responsible for all company
operatrons.
DFK Enterprlse is a bulk oil trading and transportatlon company with ongolng rail operations in North America.
used CN frequently over the last ten years to ship petroleum products from multiple Canadian locations into the

h^^
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Midwest and Louisiana. The combined CN/KCS railroad offers an efficiency improvement for North-South rail
transportation.
DFK Enterprise supports approval of the CN/KCS combination, The transaction would provide benefits that we

hope to realize soon.
From our perspective, the transaction should provide extension of transportation options from Canada into the
States. The transaction should improve competition with current Canadian and American rail options. The
CN/KCS network would help DFK Enterprise develop new markets, particularly into Texas.
We look forward to the transaction because it will allow a combined CN/KCS to provide DFK Enterprise more
single line rail service options. This will strengthen competition against the other, large rail carriers that serve our

markets. For example, CN/KCS's new single-line haul offerings will expand market reach and offer new
transportation options for our shipments of oil from East Edmonton, Alberta to Houston, Texas.
For these reasons, DFK supports the combination of CN and KCS, because it should provide expanded options

provide for improved rail efficiencies. DFK Enterprise urges the STB to approve CN's acquisition of KCS as q
oractical so that these svstems can be inteorated. and the benefits of this deal can accrue to all stakeholders.
Sincerely,

,/!r'* (".t-

Derek Kruk
President
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Divine & David inc.
13518 141A Avenue. Edmonton.T6V 1W5.
Website: divineanddavid.com
Email: info@divineanddavid.com
April 22, 2021.

Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:

FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s
Rail Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City Southern
Railway Company, Gateway Eastern Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway
Company

Dear Ms. Brown:
Divine & David Inc, as a General Contracting company has been using Canadian National Railway
(CN) over the years to meet our shipping / freight needs of construction materials such as railway
granite/ ballast aggregate material in Canada.
Divine & David Inc. supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the superior benefits a CN-KCS
railway would bring by offering faster, safer, cleaner and more direct service for North-South trade.
We believe that a combination of CN and KCS would help us to win in our markets. CN’s strong track
record of success with superior service, intermodal and safety gives us confidence that a combined
CN-KCS would be best positioned to serve our needs. Additionally, CN’s successful track record of
acquisitions over the past 25+ years also provides assurance that CN will effectively and seamlessly
be able to integrate and partner with KCS.
Our Company, has and will from time to time use CN in providing shipping / freight solutions to
move materials such as ballast across North America for our clients.

The combined company would create network with enhanced end-to-end single-owner, singleoperator service, which will result in a faster, safer, and more economical rail option for us where we
currently rely on trucks and provide shorter distances on many key routes. We are hopeful about this
transaction as a CN-KCS rail will be able to provide the seamless transportation and service that
would not be available through KCS should it go forward with an alternative combination.
For example:
•
•
•

The combined company’s single-owner, single-operator service would enhance our ability to
be competitive in the markets in which we operate, benefiting our shipments of Ballast
material across North America
CN’s significant experience providing seamless intermodal service throughout their network
and across borders.
Job creation across the borders, enhanced competition among operators, direct access to
new markets for CN Clients, directly connecting the Canada-U.S.-Mexico integrated supply
chain, improved service, new routes around Chicago congestion, improved border processes,
helping small business grow and reach more markets.

Divine & David Inc. is confident in and strongly supports CN’s proposed acquisition of KCS for all of
the reasons as stated above. We hope to see the premier 21st century railway come to life.

Sincerely,
Rotimi Adekanmbi
General Manager,
Divine & David Inc.
Tel: 780 975 7861
Email: rotimi.adekanmbi@divineanddavid.com

duostech
April 21, 2021
Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
RE: FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s Rail Operating
Subsidiaries – Control – Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City Southern Railway Company, Gateway Eastern
Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway Company
Dear Ms. Brown:
Since 2018, Duos Technologies Group, Inc. and its subsidiary Duos Technologies, Inc. has been a supplier of our
Railcar Inspection Portal to CN, and several other Class 1 railroads, which fully automates the mechanical
inspection of railcars while they are in transit. Headquartered in Jacksonville, FL, we are proud to design,
develop and deploy these systems in the United States and provide them to Class 1 railroads throughout North
America and assist railroads in bringing cutting edge operational technologies into the 21st century.
Duos Technologies Group, Inc. fully supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the superior benefits a CN-KCS
railway would bring by offering faster, safer, cleaner and more direct service for trade throughout North
America.
As a supplier to the railway industry, and specifically to both CN and KCS, this transaction will be strategic as it
will support the growth of trade between Mexico, Canada and the United States and the growth of investment
in the North American rail network which will be both greatly beneficial to Duostech and also to the overall
economy.
We are also very supportive of the positive impact of converting truck freight to rail on our environment.
CN’s successful track record of acquisitions over the past 25+ years also provides assurance that CN will
effectively and seamlessly be able to integrate and partner with KCS. We also know from firsthand
experience in working with both organizations, that they share a similar culture and environment to be leaders
within the industry and establish standards for excellence.
In closing, we see the transaction as only beneficial and do not anticipate any negative impacts to our company,
the environment or market competition. Duos Technologies Group, Inc. is confident in and strongly supports
CN’s proposed acquisition of KCS for all the reasons as stated above. We hope to see the premier 21st century
railway come to life.
Sincerely,

Charles P. Ferry

Chief Executive Officer

cc: Parties of Record
duos technologies, inc. | 6622 southpoint drive south | suite 310 | jacksonville | fl 32216 | 904.296.2807 | www.duostech.com

East & west transportation
4510 Eastgate Pkwy, Mississauga, ON, L4W 3W6 Phone: 905 629 0522 Fax: 905 629 9097
April 22, 2021

Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:

FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk
Corporation, and CN’s Rail Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas
City Southern, the Kansas City Southern Railway Company, Gateway
Eastern Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway Company

Dear Ms. Brown:
East & West Transportation has been in partnership with CN for the last 20 years. We
ship all types of product f dry goods to displays and food items. CN has grown
tremendously over the last years which enables us to grow as well and provide excellent
service to our customers.
East & West Transportation supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the superior
benefits a CN-KCS railway would bring by offering faster, safer, cleaner and more direct
service for North-South trade.
We believe that a combination of CN and KCS would help us to win in our markets.
CN’s strong track record of success with superior service, intermodal and safety gives us
confidence that a combined CN-KCS would be best positioned to serve our needs.
Additionally, CN’s successful track record of acquisitions over the past 25+ years also
provides assurance that CN will effectively and seamlessly be able to integrate and
partner with KCS.
Currently, we transport goods via truck through a third-party warehouse for shipment
from Mexico, then transferred in Ontario for final destinations to Alberta, Saskatchewan,
Manitoba and British Columbia. This addition would give our customers direct line from
the United States and Mexico into Ontario.

The combined company would create network with enhanced end-to-end single-owner,
single-operator service which will result in a faster, safer and more economical rail option
for us where we currently rely on trucks and provide shorter distances on many key
routes. We are hopeful about this transaction as a CN-KCS rail will be able to provide the
seamless transportation and service that would not be available through KCS should it go
forward with an alternative combination.
For example:
•

The combined company’s single-owner, single-operator service would enhance our ability to
be competitive in the markets in which we operate, benefiting our shipments of freight of all
kind from Mexico to Canada.

•

CN’s significant experience providing seamless intermodal service throughout their network
and across borders.

East & West Transportation is confident in and strongly supports CN’s proposed
acquisition of KCS for all of the reasons as stated above. We hope to see the premier 21st
century railway come to life.

Sincerely,
Sarah Lynch
Operations Manager

cc: Parties of Record

Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:

FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s Rail
Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City Southern Railway
Company, Gateway Eastern Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway Company

Dear Ms. Brown:
Eastman Kodak is has been in partnership with TransX for around 20+ years experiencing great success with
Domestic Canada and cross border shipments.
Eastman Kodak supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the superior benefits a CN-KCS railway would
bring by offering faster, safer, cleaner and more direct service for North-South trade.
We believe that a combination of CN and KCS would help us to win in our markets. CN’s strong track record
of success with superior service, intermodal and safety gives us confidence that a combined CN-KCS would
be best positioned to serve our needs. Additionally, CN’s successful track record of acquisitions over the
past 25+ years also provides assurance that CN will effectively and seamlessly be able to integrate and
partner with KCS.
We do use rail today for much of our Chemical recovery business and I could see potential other growth in
the future.
The combined company would create network with enhanced end-to-end single-owner, single-operator
service which will result in a faster, safer and more economical rail option for us where we currently rely on
trucks and provide shorter distances on many key routes. We are hopeful about this transaction as a CNKCS rail will be able to provide the seamless transportation and service that would not be available through
KCS should it go forward with an alternative combination.
For example:
•

The combined company’s single-owner, single-operator service would enhance our ability to be
competitive in the markets in which we operate, benefiting our shipments of Chemicals from
Rochester,NY to Canada and vice versa

•

CN’s significant experience providing seamless intermodal service throughout their network and
across borders.

Eastman Kodak is confident in and strongly supports CN’s proposed acquisition of KCS for all of the reasons
as stated above. We hope to see the premier 21st century railway come to life.

Sincerely,

Justin de Souza
Eastman Kodak
Transportation Manager US&C

cc: Parties of Record

April 23, 2021
Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:

FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s Rail Operating Subsidiaries—
Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City Southern Railway Company, Gateway Eastern Railway Company,
and the Texas Mexican Railway Company

Dear Ms. Brown,
Evergreen Shipping Agency (America) serves as agent for Evergreen Line in North America. Evergreen is a global ocean
carrier that serves all continents with container ships. Evergreen supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the benefits a
CN-KCS railway would bring by offering faster, safer, cleaner and more direct service for North-South trade.
We believe that a combination of CN and KCS would help us to success in our markets. CN’s strong track record of success
with superior service, intermodal and safety gives us confidence that a combined CN-KCS would be beneficial to serve our
needs. Additionally, CN’s successful track record of acquisitions over the past 25+ years also provides assurance that CN will
effectively and seamlessly be able to integrate and partner with KCS.
The combined company would create network with enhanced end-to-end single-owner, single-operator service which will
result in a faster, safer and more economical rail option for us and provide shorter distances on many key routes. We are
hopeful about this transaction as a CN-KCS rail will be able to provide the seamless transportation and service that would
not be available through KCS alone.
Evergreen Shipping Agency (America) Corporation is voicing support for the CN’s proposed acquisition of KCS because it will
enhance competition, provide expanded options and drive efficiencies for customers of all sizes.
We hope to see the premier 21st century railway come to life.
Yours sincerely,

Peter Wan
Jr. Vice President – D
Marine Department

ONE EVERTRUST PLAZA ▪ JERSEY CITY, NJ 07302 ▪ (201)761-3000 ▪

www.evergreen-shipping.us
As Agent For

2018 hwy 35
Somerset wi 54025
715-247-3862
Evopowersports.com
Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:
FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s
Rail Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City Southern Railway
Company, Gateway Eastern Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway Company
Dear Ms. Brown:
Evolution Powersports is a manufacturing industry member which makes use of the Rail Logistics Supply
chain.
Evolution Powersports supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the superior benefits a CN-KCS railway
would bring by offering faster, safer, cleaner and more direct service for North-South trade.
As a manufacturer and customer of the railway industry, this transaction will be strategic as it will support
the growth of trade between Mexico, USA and Canada and the growth of investment in rail network which
will be both beneficial to us and also to the overall economy.
We are also very supportive of the positive impact of converting truck freight to rail on our environment.
CN’s successful track record of acquisitions over the past 25+ years also provides assurance that CN will
effectively and seamlessly be able to integrate and partner with KCS.
We see the transaction as only beneficial, we do not anticipate any negative impacts to our company, the
environment or market competition.
Evolution Powersports is confident in and strongly supports CN’s proposed acquisition of KCS for all of the
reasons as stated above. We hope to see the premier 21st century railway come to life.
Sincerely,
James P Zuccone
President
cc: Parties of Record

3400 East Lafayette St.
Detroit, Michigan 48207
phone: (313) 567-9710
fax:
(313) 567-3163

FERROUS PROCESSING & TRADING Co. CN/KCS MERGER SUPPORT LETTER
Dear Ms. Brown
My name is Viktor Velichkov and my business address is 3400 E Lafayette Ave Detroit, MI
48207. I am Rail Logistics Manager of Ferrous Processing & Trading Co. In my role, I am
responsible for everything that has to do with the railroads including: track/railcar leases,
OT57s, Umler, railcar purchases/sales, railcar repair, and any new business development
involving rail.
Ferrous Processing & Trading Co. is a customer of both CN and KCS. We currently have CN
service at FPT Schlafer, Zalev Brothers, FPT Pontiac, and Nissan Canton. We ship to various steel
mills served by CN/KCS. We currently ship scrap metal via KCSM/KCS from Jumandi in Chicalote,
AG Mexico to Steel Dynamics in Columbus, MS. We are very happy with our service, our rates,
and our relationship with KCS/CN.
Ferrous Processing & Trading Co. supports approval of the CN/KCS combination. The transaction
would provide significant benefits that we are eager to see realized as soon as possible.
From our perspective, the transaction promises to provide improved service options and
invigorate transportation competition in the markets we serve. The combined CN and KCS
network with new single-line hauls would help us reach our existing markets and new
markets more efficiently. Ferrous Processing & Trading Co. has not often spoken favorably
about railroad consolidation, but we see this transaction as uniquely beneficial.
We know from experience (both our own, and that of our competitors who have singleline rail options at their origins) that single-line rail service options are far superior in
terms of both speed and cost.
We are very excited about the transaction because it will allow a combined CN and KCS to
provide new, more efficient, and reliable rail service options. This will strengthen
competition against the other, rail carriers and trucks that serve our markets. For example,
CN and KCS new single-line haul offerings will expand market reach and offer new
competitive transportation options for our shipments of scrap metal from Chicalote,
AG in Mexico to metals markets in the Midwest where previously business was cost
prohibitive due to high freight rates and transit times.
We are particularly enthusiastic about the role new CN and KCS single-line routes will
play in expanding access to growing markets across the United States, Mexico, and
Canada under the USMCA trade agreement. It is important that there be a true USMCA
railroad option.
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3400 East Lafayette St.
Detroit, Michigan 48207
phone: (313) 567-9710
fax:
(313) 567-3163

KCS and CN have had a cooperative relationship in the past, and CN-KCS joint routes are among
our transportation options, but as separate companies they have not been able to offer the kind
of seamless, single-line service we have come to expect from our transportation providers. This
transaction will improve our transportation options by consolidating our current multi-line hauls
to a single line haul that is both more affordable and faster. One example would be our
shipments from Nissan Canton, MS to Steel Dynamics in Arbela, MS.
At the same time, the entirely complementary nature of CN's and KCS' networks — connecting
at only a few destinations and only overlapping at 1% of the combined network — means that
the transaction will not have any adverse effects on competition. The transaction will only make
these carriers a better alternative relative to the other options that already exist, since CN and
KCS will continue to interchange with all of their other existing interline partners.
Given the straightforward network connectivity between CN and KCS, we are confident that
they will be able to implement their transaction without the service disruptions that have
accompanied some past rail mergers.
For these reasons, Ferrous Processing & Trading Co. is voicing support for the combination
of CN and KCS, because it will enhance competition, provide expanded options, and drive
efficiencies for customers of all sizes. Ferrous Processing & Trading Co. urges the STB to
approve CN's acquisition of KCS as swiftly as possible so that these systems can be integrated,
and the end-to-end benefits of this deal can be realized for the benefit of all stakeholders.

Cc: All parties of Record

VERIFICATION
, state under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true
and correct. Further, I certify that I am qualified and authorized to submit this letter,
Executed on 4/21/2021.

Viktor Velichkov
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Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:

FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s Rail
Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City Southern Railway
Company, Gateway Eastern Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway Company

Dear Ms. Brown:
My name is Michael Graydon. I am CEO of Food, Health and Consumer Products of Canada (FHCP). Our
association is recognized as the authoritative and trusted voice of Canada’s food, health, and consumer
product industry, representing Canada’s largest manufacturing workforce. CN is a valued and long-standing
member of our association.
A modern, reliable and cost-efficient supply chain is a critical component of our industry. With more than
350,000 workers, the Food, Health and Consumer Products industry contributes more than $40 billion to
Canada’s GDP annually. Despite this success, our industry continually faces capacity constraints resulting
from not having the right products in the right places for consumers. FHCP supports approval of the
CN/KCS acquisition as this transaction would provide significant benefits that we are eager to see realized as
soon as possible.
We believe a CN/KCS acquisition will result in enhanced rail capacity that will further support our industry.
Time-starved Canadians expect product availability when needed. They are also extremely sensitive to price
fluctuations. Increasing our industry’s distribution capacity through an expanded network will support our
obligation to provide Canadian consumers with competitive and stable pricing while also ensuring we drive
sales and export to other markets. CN’s strong track record of success with superior service, intermodal and
safety gives us confidence that a combined CN-KCS would be best positioned to serve our needs.
Additionally, CN’s successful track record of acquisitions over the past 25+ years also provides assurance
that CN will effectively and seamlessly be able to integrate and partner with KCS.
For these reasons, Food, Health and Consumer Products of Canada is voicing strong support for the
combined company. We firmly believe it will enhance competition, provide expanded options and drive
efficiencies for customers of all sizes. We are hopeful about this transaction as a CN-KCS rail will be able to
provide the seamless transportation and service that would not be available through KCS should it go
forward with an alternative combination.
Sincerely,

Michael Graydon
Chief Executive Officer
Food, Health & Consumer Products of Canada
cc: Parties of Record

Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:

FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s Rail
Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City Southern Railway
Company, Gateway Eastern Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway Company

Dear Ms. Brown:
Fine Choice Foods LTD has been a customer of TRANSX for more than 5 years and we are very satisfied
with the Transportation services provided, especially for INTERMODAL MODE OF TRANSPORTATION.
Fine Choice Foods LTD, supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the superior benefits a CN-KCS railway
would bring by offering faster, safer, cleaner and more direct service for North-South trade.
We believe that a combination of CN and KCS would help us to win in our markets. CN’s strong track record
of success with superior service, intermodal and safety gives us confidence that a combined CN-KCS would
be best positioned to serve our needs. Additionally, CN’s successful track record of acquisitions over the
past 25+ years also provides assurance that CN will effectively and seamlessly be able to integrate and
partner with KCS.
Fine Choice Foods is a dedicated to delivering quality Asian foods (Fresh and Frozen products) for the North
American Market since 1986, that need LTL and FTL transportation services to delivery all of our products
across Canada and USA.
The combined company would create network with enhanced end-to-end single-owner, single-operator
service which will result in a faster, safer and more economical rail option for us where we currently rely on
trucks and provide shorter distances on many key routes. We are hopeful about this transaction as a CNKCS rail will be able to provide the seamless transportation and service that would not be available through
KCS should it go forward with an alternative combination.
For example:
•

The combined company’s single-owner, single-operator service would enhance our ability to be
competitive in the markets in which we operate, benefiting our shipments of fresh and frozen
foods] from our plant to any Customer located in any City in Canada and in USA.

•

CN’s significant experience providing seamless intermodal service throughout their network and
across borders.

•

Shipping in Intermodal mode of transportation, reduce significantly the shipping cost or our
products to our customers.

Fine Choice foods is confident in and strongly supports CN’s proposed acquisition of KCS for all of the
reasons as stated above. We hope to see the premier 21st century railway come to life.

Sincerely,

Raj Dhillon
VP Supply Chain
Fine Choice Foods
23011 Fraserwood Way, Richmond BC, V6V 3B3
phone:(604)374-1487
www.finechoicefoods.com

Alfredo Wong (SCMP, CCLP, MBA)
Logistics Planner
Fine Choice Foods
23011 Fraserwood Way, Richmond BC, V6V 3B3
phone:(604)522-3110 Ext. 226
www.finechoicefoods.com

Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re: FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s Rail
Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City Southern Railway
Company, Gateway Eastern Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway Company
Dear Ms. Brown:
Freightera Logistics Inc. is a customer of TransX and CN. We are a Freight Marketplace that
heavily promotes rail LTL and full loads across Canada and the United States. Our working
relationship with TransX and CN is excellent and we would like to see expanded service in the
United States.
Freightera supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the superior benefits a CN-KCS railway
would bring by offering faster, safer, cleaner and more direct service for North-South trade.
We believe that a combination of CN and KCS would help us to win in our markets. CN’s strong
track record of success with superior service, intermodal and safety gives us confidence that a
combined CN-KCS would be best positioned to serve our needs. Additionally, CN’s successful
track record of acquisitions over the past 25+ years also provides assurance that CN will
effectively and seamlessly be able to integrate and partner with KCS.
Freightera Logistics Inc.’s customers use rail service for Canadian domestic, cross border, and US
domestic shipping. We are eager to see TransX and CN expand with KCS and increase our
business together.
The combined company would create network with enhanced end-to-end single-owner, singleoperator service which will result in a faster, safer and more economical rail option for us where
we currently rely on trucks and provide shorter distances on many key routes. We are hopeful
about this transaction as a CN-KCS rail will be able to provide the seamless transportation and
service that would not be available through KCS should it go forward with
an alternative combination.
For example:
• The combined company’s single-owner, single-operator service would enhance our ability to
be competitive in the markets in which we operate, benefiting our shipments of freight of all
kids between Canada and the United States.

• CN’s significant experience providing seamless intermodal service throughout their network
and across borders. Freightera Logistics Inc. is confident in and strongly supports CN’s proposed
acquisition of KCS for all of the reasons as stated above. We hope to see the premier 21st
century railway come to life.
Sincerely,

Eric Beckwitt, CEO
778-321-1650
eric.beckwitt@freightera.com

Head Office:
1156 Kingsway Ave.,
Port Coquitlam, BC
V3C 6N7

Mailing address:
PO Box 31617
Pitt Meadows, BC
V3Y 2G7

(604) 460-8205

Fax: (604) 460-464-5892

Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:
FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s Rail
Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City Southern Railway Company,
Gateway Eastern Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway Company
Dear Ms. Brown:
Fremantle Trailer Repairs Ltd is a repair vendor for CN rail since 1999. We are a certified commercial vehicle
inspection facility and repair vendor for the province of British Columbia. We provide a service to maintain and
repair CN’s intermodal container and chassis fleet in Vancouver B.C.
Fremantle Trailer Repairs Ltd supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the superior benefits a CN-KCS
railway would bring by offering faster, safer, cleaner and more direct service for North-South trade.
As a supplier to the railway industry, this transaction will be strategic as it will support the growth of trade
between Mexico, USA and Canada and the growth of investment in rail network which will be both beneficial to
us and also to the overall economy.
We are also very supportive of the positive impact of converting truck freight to rail on our environment.
CN’s successful track record of acquisitions over the past 25+ years also provides assurance that CN will
effectively and seamlessly be able to integrate and partner with KCS.
We see the transaction as only beneficial, we do not anticipate any negative impacts to our company, the
environment or market competition.
Fremantle Trailer Repairs Ltd is confident in and strongly supports CN’s proposed acquisition of KCS for all of
the reasons as stated above. We hope to see the premier 21st century railway come to life.
Sincerely,

Vice President
Email: marc.celenza@fremantegroup.com

cc: Parties of Record
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Friday, April 23rd, 2021
Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:
FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s Rail
Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City Southern Railway Company,
Gateway Eastern Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway Company
Dear Ms. Brown:
FX Innovation is a Digital Transformation leader who has been offering Enterprise Automation and Cloud
Solution services to CN for more than four years.
FX Innovation supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the superior benefits a CN-KCS railway would
bring by offering faster, safer, cleaner, and more direct service for North-South trade.
As a supplier to the railway industry, this transaction will be strategic as it will support the growth of trade
between Mexico, USA and Canada and the growth of investment in rail network which will be both
beneficial to us and also to the overall economy.
We are also very supportive of the positive impact of converting truck freight to rail on our environment.
CN’s successful track record of acquisitions over the past 25+ years also provides assurance that CN will
effectively and seamlessly be able to integrate and partner with KCS.
We see the transaction as only beneficial; we do not anticipate any negative impacts to our company, the
environment or market competition.
FX Innovation is confident in and strongly supports CN’s proposed acquisition of KCS for all of the reasons
as stated above. We hope to see the premier 21st century railway come to life.
Sincerely,

Guillaume Bazinet
CEO
cc: Parties of Record

MONTREAL | TORONTO | CALGARY
FXinnovation.com 1-855-525-5777 info@fxinnovation.com

Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:

FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and
CN’s Rail Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas
City Southern Railway Company, Gateway Eastern Railway Company, and the
Texas Mexican Railway Company

Dear Ms. Brown:
G2 Logix is a full-service transportation and Logistics corporation based in Canada and we
provide full North American services to our wide range of customers, both Road and Rail.
G2 Logix supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the superior benefits a CN-KCS railway
would bring by offering faster, safer, cleaner, and more direct service for North-South trade.
We believe that a combination of CN and KCS would help us to win in our markets. CN’s strong
track record of success with superior service, intermodal and safety gives us confidence that a
combined CN-KCS would be best positioned to serve our needs. Additionally, CN’s successful
track record of acquisitions over the past 25+ years also provides assurance that CN will
effectively and seamlessly be able to integrate and partner with KCS.
As a full Multi Modal provider to our customers we receive and ship on a full international basis,
Ocean & Air and rely on various rail and road providers to move product to destination as well
as the bilateral trade partnerships in both Canada, Mexico and the United States of America. We
have and will continue to use various rail providers, CP Rail, UP, BNSF, as well as CN. We
utilize road transportation for both our cross-border needs and domestically within both Canada
and the USA. Our road structure has over 600 active carriers at this time.
The combined company would create network with enhanced end-to-end single-owner, singleoperator service which will result in a faster, safer and more economical rail option for us where
we currently rely on trucks and provide shorter distances on many key routes. We are hopeful
about this transaction as a CN-KCS rail will be able to provide the seamless transportation and

service that would not be available through KCS should it go forward with an alternative
combination.
For example:


The combined company’s single-owner, single-operator service would enhance our ability to be
competitive in the markets in which we operate, benefiting our shipments of Auto parts from Brampton
to Mexico City and other various Mexican plants



CN’s significant experience providing seamless intermodal service throughout their network and across
borders.

G2 Logix is confident in and strongly supports CN’s proposed acquisition of KCS for all of the
reasons as stated above. We hope to see the premier 21st century railway come to life.

Sincerely,
4/23/2021

Larry Cormier
President,
GC Logix

4/23/2021

7512 Bren Road, Mississauga, Ontario

DocuSign Envelope ID: 88FEE948-F746-4EC7-9D2C-30AB7B4E60A4

April 21, 2021
Re:
FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s Rail
Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City Southern Railway
Company, Gateway Eastern Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway Company
Dear Ms. Brown:
G4S Canada is a third party Security vendor with CN in various Provinces across Canada since 2018.
G4S Canada supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the superior benefits a CN-KCS railway would
bring by offering faster, safer, cleaner and more direct service for North-South trade.
As a supplier to the railway industry, this transaction will be strategic as it will support the growth of
trade between Mexico, USA and Canada and the growth of investment in the rail network which will be
both beneficial to us and also to the overall economy.
We are also very supportive of the positive impact of converting truck freight to rail on our environment.
CN’s successful track record of acquisitions over the past 25+ years also provides assurance that CN will
effectively and seamlessly be able to integrate and partner with KCS.
We see the transaction as only beneficial; we do not anticipate any negative impacts to our company,
the environment or market competition.
G4S Canada is confident in and strongly supports CN’s proposed acquisition of KCS for all of the reasons
as stated above. We hope to see the premier 21st century railway come to life.

Sincerely,

Joe Maloney
Vice President of Customer Solutions

Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:

FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s Rail
Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City Southern Railway
Company, Gateway Eastern Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway Company

Dear Ms. Brown:
Galaxy Resources is a lithium chemical company developing a lithium mine in Northern Quebec, Canada.
Galaxy intent to ship the lithium concentrate produced at the mine to a secondary transformation facility
with a location to be determined. Lithium product will be used for the manufacturing of the battery to be
used in electrical vehicles.
Galaxy Resources intent to use the Canadian Railway Company rail system to have access to the USA
chemical and electrical vehicle manufacturing facilities located in central / eastern USA. You will find
attached an extract from our Corporate presentation.
Galaxy Resources supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the superior benefits a CN-KCS railway would
bring by offering faster, safer, cleaner and more direct service for North-South trade.
We believe that a combination of CN and KCS would help us to win in our markets. CN’s strong track record
of success with superior service, intermodal and safety gives us confidence that a combined CN-KCS would
be best positioned to serve our needs. Additionally, CN’s successful track record of acquisitions over the
past 25+ years also provides assurance that CN will effectively and seamlessly be able to integrate and
partner with KCS.
The combined company would create network with enhanced end-to-end single-owner, single-operator
service which will result in a faster, safer and more economical rail option for us where we currently rely on
trucks and provide shorter distances on many key routes. We are hopeful about this transaction as a CNKCS rail will be able to provide the seamless transportation and service that would not be available through
KCS should it go forward with an alternative combination.
For example:
•

The combined company’s single-owner, single-operator service would enhance our ability to be
competitive in the markets in which we operate, benefiting our shipments of lithium products from
Quebec to US chemical and electrical vehicle manufacturing hubs in North Carolina, Ohio,
Michigan, Tennessee, and / or Georgia.

•

CN’s significant experience providing seamless intermodal service throughout their network and
across borders.

Galaxy Resources is confident in and strongly supports CN’s proposed acquisition of KCS for all of the
reasons as stated above. We hope to see the premier 21st century railway come to life.

Sincerely,

Denis Couture
General Manager – Galaxy Lithium Canada Inc.
cc: Parties of Record

JAMES BAY

POTENTIAL DOWNSTREAM LOCATIONS

Enhanced scale enables merged group to pursue development of a downstream facility for James Bay product
with location and engineering studies to begin immediately

Merged group will immediately begin location and
engineering studies for downstream conversion
facility to process James Bay spodumene
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Farasis
Location TBC
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AESC Tennessee
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SK Innovation US
2021 capacity: 9.8GWh
SK Innovation US 2
Expected start: 2023
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operational
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in the pipeline

Potential downstream facility locations

GCT Global Container Terminals Inc.
Suite 610, 375 Water Street
Vancouver, BC, Canada V6B 5C6
T +1 604 267 5200
F +1 604 915 9557
globalterminals.com

April 21, 2021
Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
RE:

FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s Rail Operating
Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City Southern Railway Company, Gateway Eastern
Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway Company

Dear Ms. Brown:
GCT Global Container Terminals Inc. operates marine terminals in Canada and United States. Our facilities provide
on-dock rail connectivity via two Class 1 Railways that includes CN Rail into Eastern Canada and US Midwest.
GCT supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the benefits a CN-KCS railway would bring by offering fast, safe,
clean, and more direct service for North-South trade.
The combination of CN and KCS would help the industry be successful in our markets. CN’s strong track record of
success with excellent service, intermodal and safety gives confidence that a combined CN-KCS would be well
positioned to serve the industry’s needs. Additionally, we understand CN’s successful track record of acquisitions
over the past 25+ years also provides assurance that CN will effectively and seamlessly be able to integrate and
partner with KCS.
CN’s service has enabled growth in the Ports where we operate terminals, bringing a high level of connectivity
across the supply chain. Therefore, the combined company presents the ability to create a network with enhanced
end-to-end single-owner, single-operator service that will likely result in a fast, safe and economical rail option for
shippers where they currently rely on trucks and provide shorter distances on many key routes. We are hopeful
about this transaction as a CN-KCS rail will be able to provide seamless transportation and service.
For example:
•

The combined company’s single-owner, single-operator service would enhance the industry’s ability to be
competitive in the markets in which we operate, linking shippers between Canada, USA, and Mexico.

•

CN’s experience and resources in providing intermodal service throughout their network and across borders
fits the structure.

GCT does not oppose CN’s proposed acquisition of KCS for all of the reasons as stated above.
Yours sincerely,

Doron Grosman
President and CEO

Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:

FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s
Rail Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City Southern
Railway Company, Gateway Eastern Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway
Company

Dear Ms. Brown:
GESCO Group of Conpanies, is Canada's leading national floor covering solutions company. As Canada’s
largest flooring distributor, we work in close partnership with CN in getting our product to market.
GESCO Group of Companies supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the superior benefits a CN‐KCS
railway would bring by offering faster, safer, cleaner and more direct service for North‐South trade.
We believe that a combination of CN and KCS would help us to win in our markets. CN’s strong track
record of success with superior service, intermodal and safety gives us confidence that a combined CN‐
KCS would be best positioned to serve our needs. Additionally, CN’s successful track record of acquisitions
over the past 25+ years also provides assurance that CN will effectively and seamlessly be able to
integrate and partner with KCS.
Today, we depend on long haul trucking for shipments out of the Southern US market. The combined
company would create network with enhanced end‐to‐end single‐owner, single‐operator service which
will result in a faster, safer and more economical rail option for us where we currently rely on trucks and
provide shorter distances on many key routes. We are hopeful about this transaction as a CN‐KCS rail will
be able to provide the seamless transportation and service that would not be available through KCS
should it go forward with an alternative combination.
Key benefits include:


The combined company’s single‐owner, single‐operator service would enhance our ability to be
competitive in the markets in which we operate, benefiting our shipments of flooring products
from the Southern US into key Canadian markets.



A combined CN‐KCS will improve the North American Transportation Network and create a true
USMCA railway. Compared to other transportation modes, rail is the most fuel‐efficient method
of moving freight over land. CN can help customers reduce GHG emissions by leveraging rail for
the long haul and trucking over shorter distances



Together, CN and KCS would have a robust network of end‐to‐end single‐owner, single‐operator
services from Mexico to Canada – more than any other Class I railroad – with an enhanced ability
to connect ports in the Atlantic, Pacific and the Gulf of Mexico.



Furthermore, this transaction would provide shorter distances than would be offered by the
proposed KCS and CP transaction on many key routes, including Laredo and Dallas to Chicago,
Detroit, Toronto and Montreal.

GESCO Group of Companies is confident in and strongly supports CN’s proposed acquisition of KCS for all
of the reasons as stated above. We hope to see the premier 21st century railway come to life.

Sincerely,

Andrew Midwinter
Director of Logistics

cc: Parties of Record

50 KENVIEW BLVD BRAMPTON, ON L6T 5S8  GESCO GROUP OF COMPANIES  GESCO.CA

Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:
FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s Rail
Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City Southern Railway
Company, Gateway Eastern Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway Company
Dear Ms. Brown:
GIO Railways work closely with CN to develop markets and ship rail traffic to/from the Ontario
Canada region. The commodities handled include agriculture products, pulp and paper, metal
recycling, plastics, fuel and lumber.
GIO Railways supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the superior benefits a CN-KCS
railway would bring by offering faster, safer, cleaner and more direct service for North-South
trade.
We believe that a combination of CN and KCS would help us to win in our customers’ markets.
CN’s strong track record of success with superior service and safety gives us confidence that a
combined CN-KCS would be well positioned to serve our customers’ needs. Additionally, CN’s
successful track record of acquisitions over the past 25+ years also provides assurance that CN
will effectively and seamlessly be able to integrate and partner with KCS.
The combined company would create network with enhanced end-to-end single-owner, singleoperator service which will result in a faster, safer and more economical rail option for our
customers. We are hopeful about this transaction as a CN-KCS rail will be able to provide the
seamless transportation and service.

For example:
•
The combined company’s single-owner, single-operator service would enhance our
ability to offer new markets to our customers with faster transit times not having to transit via
Chicago.
•
Customers of both companies would benefit from faster, safer, more direct and more
efficient service for North-South trade. Reducing our customer’s equipment costs.
GIO Railways is confident in and strongly supports CN’s proposed acquisition of KCS for all of
the reasons as stated above.
Sincerely,

Gerry Gionet - President
www.gioral.com gerry.gionet@giorail.com
226-927-9391
cc: Parties of Record

Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:

FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s Rail
Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City Southern Railway
Company, Gateway Eastern Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway Company

Dear Ms. Brown:
Good Food For Good Inc. is a manufacture of sauces and condiment products and ships across Canada and
into the US. We have a strong relationship with TransX/ CN and use their services to move our products to
western Canada and into the US. As a growing company we have been very pleased with the support from
TransX/ CN to get our products to our customers in a safe and timely manner.
Good Food For Good inc. supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the superior benefits a CN-KCS
railway would bring by offering faster, safer, cleaner and more direct service for North-South trade.
We believe that a combination of CN and KCS would help us to win in our markets. CN’s strong track record
of success with superior service, intermodal and safety gives us confidence that a combined CN-KCS would
be best positioned to serve our needs. Additionally, CN’s successful track record of acquisitions over the
past 25+ years also provides assurance that CN will effectively and seamlessly be able to integrate and
partner with KCS.
The combined company would create network with enhanced end-to-end single-owner, single-operator
service which will result in a faster, safer and more economical rail option for us where we currently rely on
trucks and provide shorter distances on many key routes. We are hopeful about this transaction as a CNKCS rail will be able to provide the seamless transportation and service that would not be available through
KCS should it go forward with an alternative combination.

Good Food For Good inc. is confident in and strongly supports CN’s proposed acquisition of KCS for all of
the reasons as stated above. We hope to see the premier 21st century railway come to life.

Sincerely,
Prashant Dube
Director

Good Food For Good
M: (647) 680 8058
E: prashant@goodfoodforgood.ca
www.goodfoodforgood.ca

cc: Parties of Record

April 22, 2021

Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:

FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and
CN’s Rail Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas
City Southern Railway Company, Gateway Eastern Railway Company, and the
Texas Mexican Railway Company

Dear Ms. Brown:
My name is Ted Townsend, Chief Economic Development Officer at the Greater Memphis
Chamber in Memphis, TN. The Greater Memphis economy has gained an international
reputation as a location of choice for companies within a diverse set of key industries.
Leveraging our strategic geographic location and leaning into our industry specializations,
Greater Memphis is competitively positioned to grow future-focused density in the areas of
Agribusiness and Technology, Food and Beverage Processing, Medical Devices, and Innovation
as well as Transportation and Logistics.
Memphis is a city that was built around the railroads. Memphis can reach 45 states and Canada
and Mexico by rail within 2 days and is one of only four cities in the U.S. to be served by 5 class
1 railroads. Single system shipment is available to all 48 contiguous states, Alaska, Mexico, and
Canada. Access to rail is available 24/7 at nine intermodal yards throughout the Memphis metro.
Home to five wide -span cranes, the intermodal yards can lift capacity of more than 2 million
TEUs annually. CN’s strong track record of success with superior service, intermodal and safety
gives us confidence that a combined CN-KCS would be best positioned to serve our needs.
CN’s acquisition of KCS will allow our partnership to offer an enhanced service to our
customers. While KCS and CN work together to provide joint routes, which remain among the
transportation options as separate companies they have not been able to offer the kind of
seamless service that would benefit the Memphis area and the KCS-CN merger will further
enhance our reach. While there is some overlap in the networks, the overlap between CN and
KCS networks is very limited and additional connection points will facilitate the combined

railway to create new innovative transportation solutions and competitive lanes. The CN-KCS
merger will provide shorter distances on many key routes for our growing industry partners as
well as the Memphis economic community and its surrounding areas.
We have been impressed with CN’s commitment to innovation in the rail industry making them
an industry leader in fuel consumptions, sustainability and safety. CN’s consistent track record
in innovative solutions such as the automated track inspection technology and car inspection
portals will enhance the safety, speed and reliability of the KCS network.
The combined company would create a network with enhanced end-to-end single-owner, singleoperator service which will result in a faster, safer and more economical rail option for us where
we currently rely on trucks and provide shorter distances on many key routes. We are hopeful
about this transaction as a CN-KCS rail will be able to provide the seamless transportation and
service that is not currently available.
For the reasons stated above, Greater Memphis Chamber is expressing our support for the
combination of CN and KCS as it will enhance overall competition through the multiple
connection points creating more and faster transportation lanes through the US Heartland.
We hope to see the premier 21st century railway come to life.

Sincerely,

Ted Townsend
Chief Economic Development Officer
Greater Memphis Chamber
CC: Parties of Record

Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:
FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation,
and CN’s Rail Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas
City Southern Railway Company, Gateway Eastern Railway Company, and the Texas
Mexican Railway Company
Dear Ms. Brown:
Greenfield Global is an ethanol producer and ships its tank cars and hopper cars on
the CN network and throughout Canada and east to west coast in the US. Greenfield
has been a shipper with the CN since 1998.
Greenfield Global supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the superior benefits a
CN-KCS railway would bring by offering faster, safer, cleaner and more direct
service for North-South trade.
We believe that a combination of CN and KCS may help us to win in our markets.
CN’s strong track record of success with superior service, intermodal and safety
gives us confidence that a combined CN-KCS may be best positioned to serve our
needs. Additionally, CN’s successful track record of acquisitions over the past 25+
years also provides assurance that CN will effectively and seamlessly be able to
integrate and partner with KCS.
Greenfield Global ships in continental North America by both rail and truck today.
We are continuing to explore new market opportunities and to ship in ways that
reduces our carbon footprint.
The combined company would create network with enhanced end-to-end singleowner, single-operator service which will result in a faster, safer and more
economical rail option for us where we currently rely on trucks and provide shorter
distances on many key routes. We are hopeful about this transaction as a CN-KCS
rail will be able to provide the seamless transportation and service.

275 Bloomfield Road, Chatham, Ontario, N7M 0N6, Canada | P. 519.436.1130 | F. 519.436.1595
www.greenfield.com

Greenfield Global is confident in and strongly supports CN’s proposed acquisition of
KCS for all of the reasons as stated above. We hope to see the premier 21st century
railway come to life.
Sincerely,

_____________________________
Chris Deline
Logistics & Trade Compliance Manager
Greenfield Global Inc.

Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
April 25, 2021
Re:

FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s Rail
Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City Southern Railway
Company, Gateway Eastern Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway Company

Dear Ms. Brown:
Grizzly Oil Sands ULC is a junior oil producer focused on production from the heavy oil reserves located
in North-East Alberta, Canada. Grizzly and its shareholders believe that wide regional price differentials
afflicting heavy oil produced in western Canada are due to export capacity constraints. To maximize its
oil production netback, Grizzly has made significant commitments to market its growing production
stream by rail. Grizzly has railed its production to various locations across North America, including the
large refining complexes in Southern Louisiana and Texas. In accessing these refineries, Grizzly has
worked with both C.N. and KCS. Grizzly has found the service efficient from both parties and would
expect a combined rail entity would only increase that efficiency. In developing marketing strategies,
Grizzly has worked with the C.N. business personal and found them accommodating and helpful in
growing shipping opportunities. We look forward to seeing the extent of those opportunities as the
combined KCS/CN entity would be a first North American rail carrier.
Grizzly supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the superior benefits a CN-KCS railway would
bring by offering faster, safer, cleaner, and more direct service for North-South trade.
We believe that a combination of CN and KCS would help us to win in our markets. CN’s strong track
record of success with superior service, intermodal and safety gives us confidence that a combined CNKCS would be best positioned to serve our needs. Additionally, CN’s successful track record of
acquisitions over the past 25+ years also provides assurance that CN will effectively and seamlessly be
able to integrate and partner with KCS.
Shipping crude by CN and KCS has numerous advantages beyond gaining access to Brent based pricing
in the U.S. Gulf Coast refining market. It also allows Grizzly to bypass current pipeline constraints and
avoid the uncertainty-related risks surrounding proposed crude oil pipelines, avoiding the drawbacks of
long-term (up to 20-year), take-or-pay shipping contracts imposed by the large trunk pipelines. These
contracts create serious risks for smaller oil producers, requiring them to sell their production to
midstream aggregators, sacrificing further netback.
The combined company would create network with enhanced end-to-end single-owner, single-operator
service which will result in a faster, safer, and more economical rail option for us where we currently rely
on trucks and provide shorter distances on many key routes. We are hopeful about this transaction as a
CN-KCS rail can provide the seamless transportation and service that would not be available through
KCS should it go forward with an alternative combination.

For example:
•

The combined company’s single-owner, single-operator service would enhance our ability to be
competitive in the markets in which we operate, benefiting our shipments of Crude Oil from
Western Canada to Refineries located in the US Gulf Coast.

•

CN’s commitment to work with other class 1s to keep existing gateways open, including Kansas
City, and collaborate to grow volume will enhance competition.

•

Allows companies to maintain cost and competitive advantage, improve cycle times to reduce fleet
requirements. Direct rail service is more competitive than interline rail service.

•

A combined CN-KCS will improve the North American Transportation Network and create a true
USMCA railway.

•

The merger will provide seamless North-South connectivity which will help further integrate North
American supply chains.

•

Customers of both companies would benefit from faster, safer, more direct, and more efficient
service for North-South trade.

•

Rail investment generates collaboration and business development opportunities.

•

CN can help our customers reduce GHG emissions by leveraging rail for the long haul and trucking
over shorter distances.

•

CN invests in technology and is prepared to extend our recent investments in automated track
inspection technology and car inspection portals to enhance the safety, speed, and reliability of the
KCS network.

•

CN’s safety culture, superior technology and operating experience would ensure safe operations
across Canada, the U.S. and Mexico.

Grizzly is confident in and strongly supports CN’s proposed acquisition of KCS for all the reasons stated
above. We hope to see the premier 21st century railway come to life.
Sincerely,

Serge Bisson
President – Grizzly Oil Sands ULC.

cc: Parties of Record

April 21, 2021

Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:
FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s Rail
Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City Southern Railway
Company, Gateway Eastern Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway Company

Dear Ms. Brown,

Groupe Transit being a freight forwarder, has established over the years a partnership with CN
and of course KCS.
We, at Groupe Transit, supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the superior benefits a CNKCS railway would bring by offering faster, cleaner and more direct for North-South trade
We believe that a combination of CN and KCS would help us to win in our markets. CN’s strong
track record of success with superior service, intermodal and safety gives us confidence that a
combined CN-KCS would be best positioned to serve our needs. Additionally, CN’s successful track
record of acquisitions over the part 25 years also provides assurance that CN will effectively and
seamlessly be able to integrate and partner with KCS.

Having a partnership with CN is giving us direct access to Canada – US – Mexico. CN has improved
services, provided new routes around Chicago congestion, as well as improved border processes.
This new CN/KCS merger will only help us being more competitive on the market and help us be
more successful.

The combined company would create a network with enhanced end-to-end single-owner, single
operator service which will result in a faster, safer and more economical rail option for us where
we currently rely on trucks and provide the seamless transportation and service that would not
be available through KCS should it go forward with an alternative combination.

We see only benefits, the combined company’s service from / or to Canada and between Mexico,
increasing security of goods, more predictable pricing, reducing handling cost, faster and better
service and price. This merge will also give us a better access to a standardized transit schedule.

CN’s significant experience providing seamless intermodal service throughout their network and
across the borders, increasing capacity and improving safety.

Groupe Transit is confident in and strongly supports CN’s proposed acquisition of KCS for all the
reason as stated above. We hope to see the premier 21st century come to life.

Sincerely,

Jacques Bédard
Président
Tel : 514 360-0356, poste 700 • 1 888 90TRANSIT (8-7267)• Cell: 514 953-8928
jbedard@groupetransit.com • groupetransit.com

CC : Parties of Record

Guycan Plastics Limited
215 Statesman Drive
Mississauga, ON L5S 1X4
www.guycanplastics.com

Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:

FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s Rail Operating
Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City Southern Railway Company, Gateway
Eastern Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway Company

Dear Ms. Brown:
Guycan Plastics Limited has a long standing relationship with CN Rail, and relies on its services for Custom Clearance,
Transportation, and Consultation of goods procured Globally.
Guycan Plastics Limited supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the superior benefits a CN-KCS railway would bring
by offering faster, safer, cleaner and more directservice for North-South trade.
We believe that a combination of CN and KCS would help us to win in our markets. CN’s strong track record of success
with superior service, intermodal and safety gives us confidence that a combined CN-KCS would be best positioned to
serve our needs. Additionally, CN’s successful track record of acquisitions over the past 25+ years also provides
assurance that CNwill effectively and seamlessly be able to integrate and partner with KCS.
The combined company would create network with enhanced end-to-end single-owner, single-operator servicewhich
will result in a faster, safer and more economical rail option for us where we currently rely on trucks and provide shorter
distances on many key routes.We are hopeful about this transaction as a CN-KCS rail will be able to provide the
seamless transportation and service that would not be available through KCS should it go forward with an alternative
combination.
For example:


The combined company’s single-owner, single-operator service would enhance our ability to be competitive in
the markets in which we operate, benefiting our shipments of food packaging throughout North America



CN’s significant experience providing seamless intermodal service throughout their network and across
borders.

Guycan Plastics Limited is confident in and strongly supportsCN’s proposed acquisition of KCS for all of the reasons as
st
stated above. We hope to see the premier 21 century railway come to life.

Sincerely,

Doashan Balram
President
Guycan Plastics Limited
cc: Parties of Record

April 22, 2021
Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:
FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s Rail
Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City Southern Railway Company,
Gateway Eastern Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway Company
Dear Ms. Brown:
Hallcon Corporation has been a transportation services provider to CN for over 20 years in the US and
Canada. We provide 24/7/365 on-demand transportation to reposition train crew members and keep
trains moving efficiently through their network.
Hallcon Corporation supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the superior benefits a CN-KCS railway
would bring, including faster, safer, cleaner and more direct service for North-South trade.
As a supplier to the railway industry, this transaction will be strategic as it will support the growth of
trade between Mexico, USA and Canada and the growth of investment in the rail network which will be
both beneficial to us and the overall economy.
CN’s successful track record of acquisitions over the past 25+ years also provides assurance that CN will
effectively and seamlessly be able to integrate and partner with KCS.
We see the transaction as only beneficial, and we do not anticipate any negative impacts to our
company, the environment or market competition.
Hallcon Corporation is confident in and strongly supports CN’s proposed acquisition of KCS for the
reasons stated above.
Sincerely,

John R. Stoiber
President & CEO
cc: Parties of Record

14325 West 95th Street • Lenexa, KS 66215 • 913.631.0450 • hallcon.com
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Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:
FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s
Rail Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City Southern Railway
Company, Gateway Eastern Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway Company
Dear Ms. Brown:
Handy at Heights Construction Inc. is a Canadian-based construction company that provides CN with
telecommunications installation services in the province of Ontario, Canada since 2002.
Handy at Heights Construction Inc. supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the superior benefits a CNKCS railway would bring by offering faster, safer, cleaner and more direct service for North-South trade.
As a supplier to the railway industry, this transaction will be strategic as it will support the growth of trade
between Mexico, USA and Canada and the growth of investment in rail network which will be both
beneficial to us and also to the overall economy.
We are also very supportive of the positive impact of converting truck freight to rail on our environment.
CN’s successful track record of acquisitions over the past 25+ years also provides assurance that CN will
effectively and seamlessly be able to integrate and partner with KCS.
We see the transaction as only beneficial, we do not anticipate any negative impacts to our company, the
environment or market competition.
Handy at Heights Construction Inc. is confident in and strongly supports CN’s proposed acquisition of KCS
for all of the reasons as stated above. We hope to see the premier 21st century railway come to life.

Sincerely,

Ron Leis
Owner
4/25/2021

cc: Parties of Record

Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:

FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s Rail
Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City Southern Railway
Company, Gateway Eastern Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway Company

Dear Ms. Brown:
Hopewell Group of Companies has worked with CN/TransX with one our largest warehouse customers,
Campbell Soup Company.
Hopewell supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the superior benefits a CN-KCS railway would bring
by offering faster, safer, cleaner and more direct service for North-South trade.
We believe that a combination of CN and KCS would help us to win in our markets. CN’s strong track record
of success with superior service, intermodal and safety gives us confidence that a combined CN-KCS would
be best positioned to serve our needs. Additionally, CN’s successful track record of acquisitions over the
past 25+ years also provides assurance that CN will effectively and seamlessly be able to integrate and
partner with KCS.
The combined company would create network with enhanced end-to-end single-owner, single-operator
service which will result in a faster, safer and more economical rail option for us where we currently rely on
trucks and provide shorter distances on many key routes. We are hopeful about this transaction as a CNKCS rail will be able to provide the seamless transportation and service that would not be available through
KCS should it go forward with an alternative combination.
Hopewell is confident in and strongly supports CN’s proposed acquisition of KCS for all of the reasons as
stated above. We hope to see the premier 21st century railway come to life.

Sincerely,

Kevin Roy
Transportation Manager

Hopewell Logistics Inc.
255 Chrysler Dr. Unit 3 Suite B.
Brampton, ON L6S 6C8
email: kroy@hoplog.com
web: www.hoplog.com

Date: 4/23/2021
Subject: FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s Rail
Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City Southern Railway
Company, Gateway Eastern Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway Company
Dear Ms. Brown:
Hudson’s Bay Company is a long-standing customer of CN. We ship predominately throughout
Canada; however, we look to explore new gateways with our respective locations. Overall, our
service with CN continues to exceed our expectations.
Hudson’s Bay Company supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the benefits a CN-KCS
railway would bring by offering faster, safer, cleaner, and more direct service for North-South
trade.
We believe that a combination of CN and KCS would help us to win in our markets. CN’s strong
track record of success with superior service, intermodal and safety gives us confidence that a
combined CN-KCS would be best positioned to serve our needs. Additionally, CN’s successful
track record of acquisitions over the past 25+ years also provides assurance that CN will
effectively and seamlessly be able to integrate and partner with KCS.
The combined company would create a network with enhanced end-to-end single-owner,
single-operator service which will result in a faster, safer, and more economical rail option for us
where we currently rely on trucks and provide shorter distances on many key routes. We are
hopeful that this transaction as a CN-KCS rail will be able to provide the seamless transportation
and service.
Hudson’s Bay Company supports CN’s proposed acquisition of KCS for all the reasons above.
Sincerely,
Alex Boyd

DVP, Logistics
Hudson’s Bay Company
cc: Parties of Record

Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:

FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s
Rail Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City
Southern Railway Company, Gateway Eastern Railway Company, and the Texas
Mexican Railway Company

Dear Ms. Brown
Hutchison Ports is the world’s leading port network, with over 30,000 employees, operating 53
ports and terminals in 27 countries in Asia, the Middle East, Africa, Europe, the Americas and
Australasia.
In 2019 Hutchison Ports partnered with CN Rail and Quebec Port Authority to announce the
signing of a long-term concession agreement to develop a new deep water container terminal in
Quebec City, to serve the U.S. Midwest and Ontario.
Hutchison Ports supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the superior benefits a CN-KCS
railway would bring by offering faster, safer, cleaner and more direct service for North-South
trade.
We strongly believe there are a number of benefits to be achieved by a combination of CN and
KCS. The combination would help us to offer better services to customers and extend their
supply chain reach and competitiveness throughout North America. CN’s strong track record of
success with superior service, intermodal and safety gives us confidence that a combined CNKCS would be best positioned to serve our needs. Additionally, CN’s successful track record of
acquisitions over the past 25+ years also provides assurance that CN will effectively and
seamlessly be able to integrate and partner with KCS.

The combined company would create network with enhanced end-to-end single-owner, singleoperator service which will result in a faster, safer and more economical rail option for customers
on many key routes.
Hutchison Ports is confident in and strongly supports CN’s proposed acquisition of KCS for all of
the reasons as stated above. We hope to see the premier 21 st century railway come to life.

Yours sincerely

Clemence Cheng
Executive Director
Hutchison Port Holdings
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Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:

FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s Rail
Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City Southern Railway
Company, Gateway Eastern Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway Company

Dear Ms. Brown:
HyLife Foods Canada is one of Canada’s largest integrated pork processing companies, employing over 3,500
people, with five processing plants located in Canada, USA and Mexico. In Canada, we currently utilize CN Rail
services of approximately 100 container loads per week. Our company has been on a very aggressive ten-year
growth plan and CN Rail has been a strategic vendor of ours since 2007. During this time, CN Rail has proven
to be actively engaged in our growth plans and has been very responsive in meeting our needs lock step as
we have grown.
HyLife Foods supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the superior benefits a CN-KCS railway would bring
by offering faster, safer, cleaner and more direct service for North-South trade.
We believe that a combination of CN and KCS would help us to win in our markets. CN’s strong track record
of success with superior service, intermodal and safety gives us confidence that a combined CN-KCS would be
best positioned to serve our needs. Additionally, CN’s successful track record of acquisitions over the past 25+
years also provides assurance that CN will effectively and seamlessly be able to integrate and partner with KCS.
As stated, HyLife has processing plants that focus on the Asian Export Markets, located in Central Canada, the
Mid-West USA and in Central Mexico, directly in line or near the Canadian, USA and Mexican central corridor.
As you can imagine, the alignment of our processing plants on the North/South rail service under the CN
banner would create a strategic advantage for our company, as well as an opportunity to centralize strategic
vendor relationships which will remove some of the complexity working with individuals who know our business
as well as our service needs and expectations.
The combined company would create network with enhanced end-to-end single-owner, single-operator
service which will result in a faster, safer and more economical rail option for us where we currently rely on
trucks and provide shorter distances on many key routes. We are hopeful about this transaction as a CN-KCS
rail will be able to provide the seamless transportation and service that would not be available through KCS
should it go forward with an alternative combination.

DocuSign Envelope ID: EFFA327D-8916-48EA-B77E-7919DDB9FAB2

For example:


The combined company’s single-owner, single-operator service would enhance our ability to be
competitive in the markets in which we operate, benefiting our shipments of pork from and to the
following locations:
o Kansas City → Mobile, Alabama
o Kansas City → Winnipeg → Vancouver
o Chicago → Winnipeg → Vancouver
o Kansas City → Houston
o Kansas City → Mexico



CN’s significant experience providing seamless intermodal service throughout their network and
across borders.

HyLife Foods is confident in and strongly supports CN’s proposed acquisition of KCS for all of the reasons as
stated above. We hope to see the premier 21 st century railway come to life.

Sincerely,

Ron Schellenberg
Chief Supply Chain Officer

cc: Parties of Record
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Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:

FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s Rail
Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City Southern Railway
Company, Gateway Eastern Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway Company

Dear Ms. Brown:
HyLife Foods Canada is one of Canada’s largest integrated pork processing companies, employing over 3,500
people, with five processing plants located in Canada, USA and Mexico. In Canada, we currently utilize CN Rail
services of approximately 100 container loads per week. Our company has been on a very aggressive ten-year
growth plan and CN Rail has been a strategic vendor of ours since 2007. During this time, CN Rail has proven
to be actively engaged in our growth plans and has been very responsive in meeting our needs lock step as
we have grown.
HyLife Foods supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the superior benefits a CN-KCS railway would bring
by offering faster, safer, cleaner and more direct service for North-South trade.
We believe that a combination of CN and KCS would help us to win in our markets. CN’s strong track record
of success with superior service, intermodal and safety gives us confidence that a combined CN-KCS would be
best positioned to serve our needs. Additionally, CN’s successful track record of acquisitions over the past 25+
years also provides assurance that CN will effectively and seamlessly be able to integrate and partner with KCS.
As stated, HyLife has processing plants that focus on the Asian Export Markets, located in Central Canada, the
Mid-West USA and in Central Mexico, directly in line or near the Canadian, USA and Mexican central corridor.
As you can imagine, the alignment of our processing plants on the North/South rail service under the CN
banner would create a strategic advantage for our company, as well as an opportunity to centralize strategic
vendor relationships which will remove some of the complexity working with individuals who know our business
as well as our service needs and expectations.
The combined company would create network with enhanced end-to-end single-owner, single-operator
service which will result in a faster, safer and more economical rail option for us where we currently rely on
trucks and provide shorter distances on many key routes. We are hopeful about this transaction as a CN-KCS
rail will be able to provide the seamless transportation and service that would not be available through KCS
should it go forward with an alternative combination.

DocuSign Envelope ID: EFFA327D-8916-48EA-B77E-7919DDB9FAB2

For example:


The combined company’s single-owner, single-operator service would enhance our ability to be
competitive in the markets in which we operate, benefiting our shipments of pork from and to the
following locations:
o Kansas City → Mobile, Alabama
o Kansas City → Winnipeg → Vancouver
o Chicago → Winnipeg → Vancouver
o Kansas City → Houston
o Kansas City → Mexico



CN’s significant experience providing seamless intermodal service throughout their network and
across borders.

HyLife Foods is confident in and strongly supports CN’s proposed acquisition of KCS for all of the reasons as
stated above. We hope to see the premier 21 st century railway come to life.

Sincerely,

Ron Schellenberg
Chief Supply Chain Officer

cc: Parties of Record

IDMR Solutions Inc.
Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:
FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and
CN’s Rail Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City
Southern Railway Company, Gateway Eastern Railway Company, and the Texas
Mexican Railway Company
Dear Ms. Brown:
IDMR Solutions Inc is electronic document management software vendor. Our software allows
our customers to optimize their documents in our structured DMS/CMS.
IDMR Solutions Inc. supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the superior benefits a CNKCS railway would bring by offering faster, safer, cleaner and more direct service for NorthSouth trade.
As a supplier to the railway industry, this transaction will be strategic as it will support the growth
of trade between Mexico, USA and Canada and the growth of investment in rail network which
will be both beneficial to us and also to the overall economy.
We are also very supportive of the positive impact of converting truck freight to rail on our
environment.
CN’s successful track record of acquisitions over the past 25+ years also provides assurance that
CN will effectively and seamlessly be able to integrate and partner with KCS.
We see the transaction as only beneficial, we do not anticipate any negative impacts to our
company, the environment or market competition.
IDMR Solutions inc. is confident in and strongly supports CN’s proposed acquisition of KCS for
all of the reasons as stated above. We hope to see the premier 21st century railway come to life.

Sincerely,

Israel Revivo
President

cc: Parties of Record
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INDIANA BUSINESS RAILROAD
April 23, 2021

Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:

FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s Rail
Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City Southern Railway
Company, Gateway Eastern Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway Company

Dear Ms. Brown:
My name is J. Brent Lee, Vice President Operations of Indiana Business Railroad headquartered in Evansville,
Indiana. Indiana Business Railroad is an independent freight railroad and rail services management company
offering freight services, transloading, railcar storage, and industrial development opportunities. The strong
partnership between CN’s network and Indiana Business Railroad allows industrial shippers to grow their
business.

We believe that a combination of CN and KCS would help us to win in our markets. CN’s strong track record
of success with superior service, intermodal and safety gives us confidence that a combined CN-KCS would
be best positioned to serve our needs. Additionally, CN’s successful track record of acquisitions over the
past 25+ years also provides assurance that CN will effectively and seamlessly be able to integrate and
partner with KCS.
Indiana Business Railroad’s partnership with CN has driven tangible benefits for our customers and CN’s
acquisition of KCS will allow our partnership to offer an enhanced service to our customers. While KCS and
CN work together to provide joint routes, which remain among the transportation options for Indiana
Business Railroad, as separate companies they have not been able to offer the kind of seamless service
Indiana Business Railroad seeks to offer our customers.
While CN’s unique three coast network and our partnership with CN has provided significant benefits to
Indiana Business Railroad and our ability to offer our services, the KCS-CN merger will further enhance this
reach and in turn our product offering. While there is some overlap in the networks, the overlap between
CN and KCS networks is very limited and additional connection points will facilitate the combined railway to
create new innovative transportation solutions and competitive lanes. The CN-KCS merger will provide
shorter distances on many key routes.

We have been impressed with CN’s commitment to innovation in the rail industry and have demonstrated
they are industry leader in fuel consumptions, sustainability and safety. CN’s consistent track record in
innovative solutions such as the automated track inspection technology and car inspections portals will
enhance the safety, speed and reliability of the KCS network.
The combined company would create network with enhanced end-to-end single-owner, single-operator
service which will result in a faster, safer and more economical rail option for us where we currently rely on
trucks and provide shorter distances on many key routes. We are hopeful about this transaction as a CNKCS rail will be able to provide the seamless transportation and service that is not currently available.
For the reasons stated above, Indiana Business Railroad is expressing our support for the combination of CN
and KCS as it will enhance overall competition through the multiple connection points creating more faster
transportation lanes through the US Heartland. A combined CN-KCS will improve the North American
Transportation Network and create a true USMCA railway with the most efficient lanes through the
heartland of the US.
Indiana Business Railroad is confident in and strongly supports CN’s proposed acquisition of KCS for all of
the reasons as stated above. We hope to see the premier 21 st century railway come to life.

Sincerely,

J. Brent Lee
J. Brent Lee
Vice President Operations
Indiana Business Railroad
P. O. Box 6333
Evansville, Indiana 47719

cc: Parties of Record

INDIANA BUSINESS RAILROAD
P. O. BOX 6333 EVANSVILLE, INDIANA 47719

Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:
FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s
Rail Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City Southern Railway
Company, Gateway Eastern Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway Company
Dear Ms. Brown:
Indixio Inc. is a long-time technology supplier for CN Rail. Our partnership as a supplier started just over 15
years ago. We provide technology and services, and over 4000 employees at CN uses our Web GIS tools to
consult and view CN Rail assets across the country, using their desktops and mobiles. We are a proud
supplier to CN, and they contributed over the years in making our technology evolved with more features,
and make our product being amongst the leaders in the industry.
Indixio supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the superior benefits a CN-KCS railway would bring by
offering faster, safer, cleaner and more direct service for North-South trade.
As a supplier to the railway industry, this transaction will be strategic as it will support the growth of trade
between Mexico, USA and Canada and the growth of investment in rail network which will be both
beneficial to us and also to the overall economy.
We are also very supportive of the positive impact of converting truck freight to rail on our environment.
CN’s successful track record of acquisitions over the past 25+ years also provides assurance that CN will
effectively and seamlessly be able to integrate and partner with KCS.
We see the transaction as only beneficial, we do not anticipate any negative impacts to our company, the
environment or market competition.
Indixio is confident in and strongly supports CN’s proposed acquisition of KCS for all of the reasons as
stated above. We hope to see the premier 21st century railway come to life.

Sincerely,

Jean-Francois Bélanger
Sales Director, Indixio Inc

cc: Parties of Record

Infosat Communications LP
#302,809 Manning Road NE
Calgary, AB
T2E 7M9
Main:
(403) 543-8188
Email:
info@infosat.com
www.infosat.com

April 25, 2021
Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W. Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re: FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s Rail Operating
Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City Southern Railway Company, Gateway
Eastern Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway Company
Dear Ms. Brown:
Infosat Communications LP is North American satellite connectivity provider that has been providing wireless
services and hardware to CN since 1999.
Infosat Communications LP supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the superior benefits a CN-KCS railway
would bring by offering faster, safer, cleaner, and more direct service for North-South trade.
As a supplier to the railway industry, this transaction will be strategic as it will support the growth of trade
between Mexico, USA and Canada and the growth of investment in rail network which will be both beneficial to
us and also to the overall economy.
We are also very supportive of the positive impact of converting truck freight to rail on our environment.
CN’s successful track record of acquisitions over the past 25+ years also provides assurance that CN will
effectively and seamlessly be able to integrate and partner with KCS.
We see the transaction as only beneficial; we do not anticipate any negative impacts to our company, the
environment or market competition.
Infosat Communications LP is confident in and strongly supports CN’s proposed acquisition of KCS for all of the
reasons as stated above. We hope to see the premier 21st century railway come to life.
Sincerely,

Grahame Entwistle, Senior Account Executive
cc: Parties of Record

The Industry’s Most Trusted Satellite Network

Confidential
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ISAAC Instruments Inc.
1300 Boul. Clairevue Oues
Saint-Bruno-de-Montarville, Quebec, J3V 0B7
Phone: 1 888 658-7520, Fax: (450) 658-3322
contacts@isaac.ca
www.isaac.ca

Ms. Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:

FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s Rail
Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City Southern Railway
Company, Gateway Eastern Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway Company

Dear Ms. Brown:
ISAAC Instruments Inc. is CN’s road transportation subsidiary telematic solution provider since December
4th 2019.
ISAAC Instruments Inc. supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the superior benefits a CN-KCS railway
would bring by offering faster, safer, cleaner and more direct service for North-South trade.
As a supplier to the railway industry, this transaction will be strategic as it will support the growth of trade
between Mexico, USA and Canada and the growth of investment in rail network which will be both
beneficial to us and also to the overall economy.
We are also very supportive of the positive impact of converting truck freight to rail on our environment.
CN’s successful track record of acquisitions over the past 25+ years also provides assurance that CN will
effectively and seamlessly be able to integrate and partner with KCS.
We see the transaction as only beneficial, we do not anticipate any negative impacts to our company, the
environment or market competition.
ISAAC Instruments Inc. is confident in and strongly supports CN’s proposed acquisition of KCS for all of the
reasons as stated above. We hope to see the premier 21st-century railway come to life.
Sincerely,

Jean-Sebastien Bouchard, Eng.
Vice President Sales

cc: Parties of Record

ITONICS GmbH | Emilienstr. 9 | D-90489 Nürnberg

Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001

Re: FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s Rail Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City Southern Railway Company, Gateway Eastern Railway
Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway Company

Dear Ms. Brown,
ITONICS is software provider of CN’s End-to-End Innovation Management Software Platform since April 2021.
ITONICS supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the superior benefits a CN-KCS railway would bring by offering faster, safer, cleaner and more direct service for North-South trade.
As a supplier to the railway industry, this transaction will be strategic as it will support the growth of trade between Mexico, USA and Canada and the growth of investment in rail network which will be both beneficial to us
and also to the overall economy.
We are also very supportive of the positive impact of converting truck freight to rail on our environment.
CN’s successful track record of acquisitions over the past 25+ years also provides assurance that CN will effectively and seamlessly be able to integrate and partner with KCS.
We see the transaction as only beneficial, we do not anticipate any negative impacts to our company, the environment or market competition.
ITONICS is confident in and strongly supports CN’s proposed acquisition of KCS for all of the reasons as stated
above. We hope to see the premier 21st century railway come to life.
Sincerely,

Sebastian Pfingsten
Director of Sales
ITONICS GmbH
Dr. Michael Durst
Emilienstr. 9
D-90489 Nürnberg

T +49 911 60060550
F +49 911 60060555
contact@itonics.de
www.itonics.de

Amtsgericht Nürnberg
HRB 27921
Ust-IdNr. DE264438014

Bankverbindung:

IBAN DE56 7605 0101 0012 5056 24
BIC SSKNDE77XXX

Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:

FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk
Corporation, and CN’s Rail Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas
City Southern, the Kansas City Southern Railway Company, Gateway
Eastern Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway Company

Dear Ms. Brown:
Ivaco Rolling Mills is a leading producer of hot rolled Wire Rod and continuous cast
Steel Billets that ships approximately 350 carloads per year with CN.
Ivaco Rolling Mills supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the superior benefits a
CN-KCS railway would bring by offering faster, safer, cleaner, and more direct service
for North-South trade.
We believe that a combination of CN and KCS would help us to win in our markets.
CN’s strong track record of success with superior service, intermodal and safety gives us
confidence that a combined CN-KCS would be best positioned to serve our needs.
Additionally, CN’s successful track record of acquisitions over the past 25+ years also
provides assurance that CN will effectively and seamlessly be able to integrate and
partner with KCS.
The combined company would create network with enhanced end-to-end single-owner,
single-operator service which will result in a faster, safer and more economical rail option
for us where we currently rely on trucks and provide shorter distances on many key
routes. We are hopeful about this transaction as a CN-KCS rail will be able to provide the
seamless transportation and service that would not be available through KCS should it go
forward with an alternative combination.

For example:


The combined company’s single-owner, single-operator service would enhance our ability to
be competitive in the markets in which we operate.



CN’s significant experience providing seamless intermodal service throughout their network
and across borders.



The CN team has a track record of successful and flawless mergers over the last 20 years



The merger will provide seamless North South connectivity which help further integrate North
American supply chains



CN’s proposal embraces the spirit of the new STB rules, including the requirement to enhance
competition– there is no ambiguity in where we stand on this issue, which is why CN did not
even try to benefit from the waiver.
KCS and CN have very little overlap and several connection points which will facilitate the
combined railway to create new innovative transportation solutions

1.



Ivaco Rolling Mills is confident in and supports CN’s proposed acquisition of KCS for all
of the reasons as stated above. We hope to see the premier 21st century railway come to
life.
Sincerely,

Brent Devenne
Superintendent, Production Planning & Logistics
Ivaco Rolling Mills L.P.
613-675-6645

1040 County Road 17, Box 322
L’Orignal, Ontario, Canada K0B 1K0
bdevenne@ivacorm.com
Office: 613.675.6645
Cell: 613.804.8911
http://www.ivacorm.com/
cc: Parties of Record

Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:

FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and
CN’s Rail Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas
City Southern Railway Company, Gateway Eastern Railway Company, and the
Texas Mexican Railway Company
23 April 2021

Dear Ms. Brown,
Javelin Global Commodities (UK) Ltd is one of the largest shippers of dry bulk products on
the CN in within the USA. Javelin has a longstanding relationship with the CN and
continuously works on long-term opportunities that benefit both parties and our receivers.
Javelin Global Commodities (UK) Ltd. supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the
superior benefits a CN-KCS railway would bring by offering faster, safer, cleaner and more
direct service for North-South trade.
We believe that a combination of CN and KCS would help us to win in our markets. CN’s
strong track record of success with superior service, intermodal and safety gives us confidence
that a combined CN-KCS would be best positioned to serve our needs. Additionally, CN’s
successful track record of acquisitions over the past 25+ years also provides assurance that CN
will effectively and seamlessly be able to integrate and partner with KCS. CN has proven itself
at reducing railset cycle times on long haul trips, reducing our cost and increasing total flow of
commodities on the network. They have an outstanding record of being a customer focused
and reliable service provider.
Javelin uses CN to ship various types of iron ore and coal from the Upper Midwest to export
terminals in the Gulf of Mexico. There are also opportunities to ship products directly to
Mexican end users.
The combined company would create network with enhanced end-to-end single-owner, singleoperator service which will result in a faster, safer and more economical rail option for us where
we currently rely on trucks and provide shorter distances on many key routes. We are hopeful
about this transaction as a CN-KCS rail will be able to provide the seamless transportation and
service that would not be available through KCS should it go forward with an alternative
combination.
For example:
•

The combined company’s single-owner, single-operator service would enhance our
ability to be competitive in the markets in which we operate, benefiting our shipments
of iron ore from Minnesota to Mexico and other export terminals.

7 Howick Place, London , SW1P 1BB UK. Tel: +44 (0) 20 7123 5900

•

CN’s significant experience providing seamless intermodal service throughout their
network and across borders.

Javelin Global Commodities (UK) Ltd. is confident in and strongly supports CN’s proposed
acquisition of KCS for all of the reasons as stated above. We hope to see the premier 21 st
century railway come to life.

Sincerely,

Peter Bradley
Chief Executive Officer

cc: Parties of Record

7 Howick Place, London , SW1P 1BB UK. Tel: +44 (0) 20 7123 5900

JDS Energy & Mining Inc.
Suite 900 – 999 West Hastings Street
Vancouver, BC V6C 2W2
t 604.558.6300

jdsmining.ca

April 25th 2021

Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:
FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s
Rail Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City Southern
Railway Company, Gateway Eastern Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway
Company
Dear Ms. Brown:
JDS Energy & Mining Inc, through its wholly owned subsidiary Cariboo Central Rail Contractors
provides track construction, maintenance and repair services to CN, in western Canada and
beyond since 2005
JDS Energy and Mining Inc supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the superior benefits a
CN-KCS railway would bring by offering faster, safer, cleaner and more direct service for NorthSouth trade.
As a supplier to the railway industry, this transaction will be strategic as it will support the growth
of trade between Mexico, USA and Canada and the growth of investment in rail network which
will be both beneficial to us and also to the overall economy.
We are also very supportive of the positive impact of converting truck freight to rail on our
environment.
CN’s successful track record of acquisitions over the past 25+ years also provides assurance
that CN will effectively and seamlessly be able to integrate and partner with KCS.
We see the transaction as only beneficial, we do not anticipate any negative impacts to our
company, the environment or market competition.

JDS Energy and Mining Inc. is confident in and strongly supports CN’s proposed acquisition of
KCS for all of the reasons as stated above. We hope to see the premier 21st century railway
come to life.

Respectfully,
Jeff Stibbard, P.Eng, CEO

***
JDS Energy & Mining Inc.
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Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:

April 22,2021.

FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s Rail
Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City Southern Railway
Company, Gateway Eastern Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway Company

Dear Ms. Brown:
Johnvince Foods is a long-standing customer of CN. We ship predominately throughout Canada; however, we look
to explore new gateways with our respective locations in Canada and the United States. Overall, our service with
CN continues to exceed our expectations and meet all our needs.
Johnvince Foods supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the superior benefits a CN-KCS railway would bring
by offering faster, safer, cleaner, and more direct service for North-South trade thus allowing us to be more
competitive in all the markets we aspire to be in.
We believe that a combination of CN and KCS would help us to achieve more success in our expansion. CN’s
strong track record of success with superior service, intermodal and safety gives us confidence that a combined CNKCS would be best positioned to serve our needs. Additionally, CN’s successful track record of acquisitions over
the past 25+ years also provides assurance that CN will effectively and seamlessly be able to integrate and partner
with KCS and minimize any interruptions in service.
The combined company would create a network with enhanced end-to-end single-owner, single-operator service
which will result in a faster, safer, and more economical rail option for us where we currently rely on trucks and
provide shorter distances on many key routes. We are hopeful about this transaction as a CN-KCS rail will be able
to provide the seamless transportation and service that would not be available through KCS should it go forward
with an alternative combination.
Johnvince Foods is confident in and strongly supports CN’s proposed acquisition of KCS for all the reasons as
stated above. We hope to see the premier 21st century railway come to life in the short term.
Sincerely,

LDV
Luis Deviveiros
Vice President of Operations
Johnvince Foods/Planters Canada

22 Adelaide Street West, Suite 2600
Toronto, Ontario
M5H 4H3

April 23, 2021
Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:

FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and
CN’s Rail Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City
Southern Railway Company, Gateway Eastern Railway Company, and the Texas
Mexican Railway Company

Dear Ms. Brown:
Jones Lang LaSalle Real Estate Services, Inc. (JLL) provides consulting and commercial real estate
brokerage services to CN. JLL supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the superior benefits a
CN-KCS railway would bring by offering faster, safer, cleaner and more direct service for NorthSouth trade.
We believe that a combination of CN and KCS would help us to win in our markets. CN’s strong
track record of success with superior service, intermodal and safety gives us confidence that a
combined CN-KCS would be best positioned to serve our needs. Additionally, CN’s successful track
record of acquisitions over the past 25+ years also provides assurance that CN will effectively and
seamlessly be able to integrate and partner with KCS.
The combined company would create network with enhanced end-to-end single-owner, singleoperator service which will result in a faster, safer and more economical rail option for us where
we currently rely on trucks and provide shorter distances on many key routes. We are hopeful
about this transaction as a CN-KCS rail will be able to provide the seamless transportation and
service that would not be available through KCS should it go forward with an alternative
combination.
The combined company’s single-owner, single-operator service would enhance our region’s
competitiveness by:
•

CN and KCS would provide shorter distances than would be offered by the proposed KCS
and CP on many key routes, including Laredo and Dallas to Chicago, Detroit, Toronto and
Montreal, effectively creating a Greenway to compete with trucks from Mexico, through
the US heartland to Canada.
1

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Allows companies to maintain cost and competitive advantage, improve cycle times to
reduce fleet requirements. Direct rail service is more competitive than interline rail service.
A combined CN-KCS will improve the North American Transportation Network and create a
true USMCA railway
Create new market reach (expand market options) for both sourcing of inbound and
outbound opportunities.
The merger will provide seamless North South connectivity which help further integrate
North American supply chains
Unlike other railroads, CN has a Chicago advantage when moving goods to Detroit or western
Canada. It travels around Chicago not through the heart of the city, removing the risk of
seasonal – sometimes crippling – rail bottlenecks and creating fewer interchanges.
Together, CN and KCS would have a robust network of end-to-end single-owner, singleoperator services from Mexico to Canada – more than any other Class I railroad – with an
enhanced ability to connect ports in the Atlantic, Pacific and the Gulf of Mexico.
This transaction would provide shorter distances than would be offered by the proposed KCS
and CP transaction on many key routes, including Laredo and Dallas to Chicago, Detroit,
Toronto and Montreal.
We have a track record of investing in the communities we operate in and engaging directly.
We spent over $20 million USD in the past 4 years in local spending and Community
Partnerships in the US.
The greater use of combined transport helps lower transportation costs by allowing each
mode to be used for the portion of the trip to which it is best suited and also helps reduce
emissions, traffic congestion, accidents and the burden on overstressed transportation
infrastructure
CN invests in technology and is prepared to extend our recent investments in automated
track inspection technology and car inspection portals to enhance the safety, speed, and
reliability of the KCS network.

For these reasons Jones Lang LaSalle is confident in and strongly supports CN’s proposed
acquisition of KCS for all of the reasons as stated above. We hope to see the premier 21st century
railway come to life.
Sincerely,

Dave Lehto, EVP & National Lead
Jones Lang LaSalle Real Estate Services, Inc.
cc: Parties of Record
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Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423‐0001
Re:
FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s Rail Operating
Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City Southern Railway Company, Gateway Eastern
Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway Company
Dear Ms. Brown:
Knox Kershaw Inc. is a supplier of Maintenance of Way machinery to the rail industry. We have provided ballast
regulators, snow fighters, and other MOW machinery to CN for over 20 years.
Knox Kerhshaw Inc. supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the superior benefits a CN‐KCS railway would
bring by offering faster, safer, cleaner and more direct service for North‐South trade.
As a supplier to the railway industry, this transaction will be strategic as it will support the growth of trade
between Mexico, USA and Canada and the growth of investment in rail network which will be both beneficial to us
and also to the overall economy.
We are also very supportive of the positive impact of converting truck freight to rail on our environment.
CN’s successful track record of acquisitions over the past 25+ years also provides assurance that CN will effectively
and seamlessly be able to integrate and partner with KCS.
We see the transaction as only beneficial, we do not anticipate any negative impacts to our company, the
environment or market competition.
Knox Kershaw Inc. is confident in and strongly supports CN’s proposed acquisition of KCS for all of the reasons as
stated above. We hope to see the premier 21st century railway come to life.

Sincerely,

Jaky Felix
Vice President of Sales
Knox Kershaw Inc.
cc: Parties of Record

Bryan C. Stout
Director, Class 1 Sales
Railroad Products and Services

Koppers Inc.
436 Seventh Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA 15219-1800
Tel 412 227 2408

April 21, 2021

Fax 412 227 2841
Sttoutbc@koppers.com
www.koppers.com

Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re: FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s Rail
Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City Southern Railway
Company, Gateway Eastern Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway Company
Dear Ms. Brown:
Koppers is a leading integrated global provider of treated wood products, wood treatment chemicals and
carbon compounds. Canadian National is one of our major customers in the Class 1 railroad space. From
our perspective as a supplier, the transaction is strategic and beneficial because it will strongly support
growth and investment in the North American rail network.
Koppers Inc. supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the superior benefits a CN-KCS railway would
bring by offering faster, safer, cleaner, and more direct service for North-South trade.
We are also very supportive of the positive impact of converting truck freight to rail on our environment.
CN’s successful track record of acquisitions over the past 25+ years also provides assurance that CN will
effectively and seamlessly be able to integrate and partner with KCS.
We see the transaction as only beneficial; we do not anticipate any negative impacts to our company, the
environment or market competition.
Koppers Inc. is confident in and strongly supports CN’s proposed acquisition of KCS for all of the reasons
as stated above. We hope to see the premier 21st century railway come to life.

.

Sincerely,

Bryan Stout
Director, Class 1 Sales
Koppers Inc.

Page 2

Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:

FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s Rail
Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City Southern Railway
Company, Gateway Eastern Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway Company

Dear Ms. Brown:
Kristom International Inc. is a global logistics company involved in trading of meat and meat products in
various markets. CN is a strategic partner to Kristom in moving these essential commodities between
Canada and overseas markets. Kristom supports CN’s Acquisition of KCS because the benefits of this merger
would help to expand the current service network options for moving goods within North America, bringing
faster, safer and more direct service for North-South Trade.
We believe that a combination of CN and KCS would help us to win in our markets. CN’s strong track record
of success with superior service, intermodal and safety gives us confidence that a combined CN-KCS would
be best positioned to serve our needs. Additionally, CN’s successful track record of acquisitions over the
past 25+ years also provides assurance that CN will effectively and seamlessly be able to integrate and
partner with KCS.

The combined company would create network with enhanced end-to-end single-owner, single-operator
service which will result in a faster, safer and more economical rail option for us where we currently rely on
trucks and provide shorter distances on many key routes. We are hopeful about this transaction as a CNKCS rail will be able to provide the seamless transportation and service that would not be available through
KCS should it go forward with an alternative combination.

•

The combined company’s single-owner, single-operator service would enhance our ability to be
competitive in the markets in which we operate, benefiting our shipments of frozen and chilled
meat products between various North American Markets and overseas.

•

CN’s significant experience providing seamless intermodal service throughout their network and
across borders.

•

CN is the leader in providing transportation options for sensitive chilled and frozen food products
throughout North America and this strategic acquisition will only serve to expand this and provide
additional options for Kristom in moving these goods.

Kristom International Inc. is confident in and strongly supports CN’s proposed acquisition of KCS for all of
the reasons as stated above. We hope to see the premier 21st century railway come to life.

Sincerely,

cc: Parties of Record

303 Shirley Street, P.O. Box N-AP59205, Slot#3309 Nassau. The Bahamas

April 23, 2021

Cynthia T. Brown
Chief, Section of Administration
Office of Proceedings
Surface Transportation Board
395 E. Street, SW
Washington, DC 20423-001
RE: FD 36514, Canadian National Railway Company, Grand Trunk Corporation, and CN’s Rail
Operating Subsidiaries—Control—Kansas City Southern, the Kansas City Southern Railway
Company, Gateway Eastern Railway Company, and the Texas Mexican Railway Company
Dear Ms. Brown:
Krusinski Construction Company is a general contractor that has constructed and renovated numerous
facilities for CN throughout the Midwest since 2008. We currently have multiple projects under
construction for CN at their US headquarters in Homewood, IL.
Krusinski Construction Company supports CN’s acquisition of KCS because of the superior benefits a
CN-KCS railway would bring by offering faster, safer, cleaner and more direct service for North-South
trade.
As a supplier to the railway industry, this transaction will be strategic as it will support the growth of
trade between Mexico, USA and Canada and the growth of investment in rail network which will be both
beneficial to us and also to the overall economy.
We are also very supportive of the positive impact of converting truck freight to rail on our environment.
CN’s successful track record of acquisitions over the past 25+ years also provides assurance that CN will
effectively and seamlessly be able to integrate and partner with KCS.
We see the transaction as only beneficial and we do not anticipate any negative impacts to our company,
the environment or market competition.
Krusinski Construction Company is confident in and strongly supports CN’s proposed acquisition of KCS
for all of the reasons as stated above. We hope to see the premier 21st century railway come to life.

Sincerely,

Ryan Lehman, Project Manager

